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Our latest defense against terrorism is a
little pill in a foil packet. ◆ If you live or
work within 10 miles of any of Pennsyl-
vania’s five nuclear power plants —
including the one in Shippingport —
the state health department and the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Agency have
something for you: a 130-milligram

dose of potassium iodine. ◆ The pills,
officials say, would help protect us
from radiation if terrorists should target
the plants. ◆ That’s a frightening
thought, one that begs the question:
“What happens if radiation spews from
a nuclear plant?” ◆ The answer is all
too simple. Chernobyl happens.
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Dead Zone
In silent Pripyat, Igor Yatsenko

and Yuri Tatarchuck stop their
dirty, white Volkswagen out-

side the city’s tallest apartment
high-rise, 16 stories. 

They begin to climb the build-
ing’s main stairwell, bounding up
the concrete steps like two excited
Labradors, hopping over stained
mattresses and shattered toilet
bowls and shards of glass.

Reaching the building’s roof,
the two stop and squint into the
sunlight. 

The abandoned city spreads out
before them like a great abyss.
Deserted, dusty and crumbling
apartment buildings, a hotel, a
restaurant, a hospital — which on
its walls still bears the Soviet
motto, “the health of the people is
the wealth of the country” — have
been vacant for 16 years. 

The Ferris wheel rusting in the
middle of this pallid landscape of
cracked pavement and overgrown
weeds hasn’t been ridden, ever.

Tatarchuck has seen Pripyat

from this vantage point many
times before. Yatsenko hasn’t, and
the sight of the city that once was
the Soviet Union’s showpiece and

home to nearly 50,000 leaves him
agog. For a time, he is speechless. 

Tatarchuck isn’t. 
“The U.S.S.R. wasn’t ready for

nuclear power,” Tatarchuck says,
spitting each word. 

He looks to the east, toward the
river, where jutting from the tree-
lined horizon a mile away are the
remains of the Chernobyl Nuclear
Power Station. The plant erupted
on April 26, 1986, loosing the ghost
that destroyed and dwells in this
place, the heart of what is called
the Dead Zone. 

This is where Tatarchuck makes
his living, working for the Cher-
nobyl InterForm Agency, the gov-
ernment bureau responsible for
maintaining and monitoring the
Dead Zone in and around Cher-
nobyl, watching the borders, test-
ing the waters. 

He lives and works here for two
weeks at a time, along with the 200
other souls who live legally in the
village of Chernobyl, 10 miles
south of the plant that shares its
name. For a $16 fee, a fee that’s
unaffordable to most Ukrainians,
Tatarchuck gives tours of this des-
olate place. 

NUCLEAR
FACTS

The original
Shippingport
Atomic Power
Station was acti-
vated in Decem-
ber 1957 by
President
Dwight D. Eisen-
hower. A joint
venture
between
Duquesne Light
Co. and the U.S.
Atomic Energy
Commission,
Shippingport
was the first
commercial
atomic genera-
tor in the world.
That power sta-
tion was decom-
missioned in
1982, after 25
years of opera-
tion, and
replaced by two
new reactors at
the same loca-
tion.

◆

Construction at
the Chernobyl
Nuclear Power
Station was
done over three
phases. From
1970 to 1978,
reactors No. 1
and No. 2 were
built, with the
first reactor com-
ing online in
1977 and the
second in 1978.
Reactors No. 3
and No. 4 were
built in the late
’70s and early
’80s, with No. 3
being activated
in 1981 and No.
4, the one that
blew up, being
activated in
1983. Reactors
No. 5 and No. 6
were built
through the
’80s, but neither
reactor was acti-
vated. 

◆

The Chernobyl
explosion
occurred at 1:23
a.m. April 26,
1986. The ele-
ments most
prevalent in the
Chernobyl fall-
out included
uranium, pluto-
nium, cesium
and strontium. 

◆

Echoes from the
TTHHEE  TTOOWWEERRSS  OOFF  CCHHEERRNNOOBBYYLL  NNUUCCLLEEAARR  PPOOWWEERR  SSTTAATTIIOONN  loom in the distance behind the deserted city of Pripyat, Ukraine.

The meltdown that happened in Cher-
nobyl couldn’t happen in Beaver County.
The now-decommissioned Chernobyl
Nuclear Power Station had little in com-
mon, structurally speaking, with the exist-
ing FirstEnergy Corp. nuclear plants in
Shippingport. 

But fear of a catastrophic accident or
sabotage exists. State Rep. Mike Veon, D-
14, West Mayfield, spent the months after
the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks lobby-
ing for legislation that would require
National Guardsmen at the Beaver Valley
Power Station to carry loaded firearms.

The threat also prompted more than
200,000 Pennsylvanians to pick up free
doses of potassium iodide, tiny tablets
that help protect the thyroid gland from
exposure to radioactive iodine. 

And FirstEnergy representatives, coun-
ty commissioners, state police and the

Federal Emergency Management Agency
have spent hours revising evacuation
plans and preparing terrorism-response
teams. 

But the safety record of the nuclear
power industry is remarkable, if not per-
fect. Worldwide, nuclear plants have op-
erated for 10,000 years collectively —
about 400 plants multiplied by an aver-
age operational span of 25 years — with
just one bad accident and a couple of
near-misses.

The Chernobyl reactor was a Soviet-de-
signed RBMK reactor — that’s an
acronym for Reaktory Boloshi
Moshchnosti Kanalynye, which translates
roughly into “high-power pressure tube
reactors” — a design that many American
scientists thought was fundamentally
faulty. 

No commercial reactors in the United

States are licensed to use this design, for
lots of reasons. For one, the RBMK reac-
tor uses graphite moderator rods to con-
trol the speed of the nuclear reaction.
These types of reactors become volatile
when the reactor core loses coolant wa-
ter. 

Second, Russian reactors were built
without benefit of the same type of con-
tainment structures that surround
American reactors. 

Though the Chernobyl reactor was
lined with a thick concrete shield and
covered with a steel lid, there was no se-
cure concrete-and-steel bunker resem-
bling the containment domes that sur-
round the Shippingport reactors.

HOW IT HAPPENED
“The Chernobyl disaster was caused by

ethical problems, not an accident,” says

▼

APRIL 26, 1986  |  MELTDOWN AT CHERNOBYL

13-YEAR-OLD
Nick Ivansenko
sits on his hos-
pital bed at
Kiev’s Ukrainian
Scientific Center
of Radiology
Medicine. His
doctors predict
his deformed
heart will claim
his life in a mat-
ter of weeks.

ON THE COVER

A CONCRETE
TOMB encases
Chernobyl reac-
tor No. 4.
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Woe to me because of my injury! My wound is 
incurable! Yet I said to myself, “This is my sickness, 

and I must endure it.” 
Jeremiah 10:19

TRANSLATOR IGOR YATSENKO, left, visits Pripyat with Yuri Tatar-
chuck. Says Tatarchuck: “The U.S.S.R. wasn’t ready for nuclear power.”

▼
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NUCLEAR
FACTS

Daily, he drives through the 90 towns and vil-
lages that were permanently abandoned. Now
these are only decrepit husks of wood and con-
crete to indicate that 350,000 people once lived
here. 

Daily, he passes some of the 600 people who
live illegally within the Dead Zone, the nick-
name for the 900-square-mile area of northern
Ukraine that was evacuated after the explo-
sion. 

It’s an area that if superimposed upon
Beaver County, with its epicenter in Shipping-
port, would stretch east to Wexford, south to
Burgettstown and north to Enon Valley. Only
the northwestern-most portion of Franklin
Township would be legally habitable.

Tatarchuck descends the apartment building
steps to the street. There, he flicks on his
Geiger counter, which measures gamma radia-
tion levels. Normal background radiation in
most American cities produces a reading
between 0.015 and 0.025 milliroentgen per
hour. 

The counter beeps and crackles as the digi-
tal numbers register Chernobyl’s presence:

.033.

.086.

.121.

.325. 

.414. 
The reading is high, Tatarchuck says. But the

health risk is a mystery. 
“Nobody knows,” he says, speaking of the

effects of long-term radiation exposure. “That’s
the problem.”

Still, Tatarchuck pushes uncertainty aside
and works here. He used to be a history and
English teacher in Kiev and is a graduate of a
Kiev university. Twice, he was offered jobs
working for the government in Chernobyl, and
twice he turned down the offers. 

But four years ago, he caved. Now he works
as a tour guide. The money was just too good
for a young man with a wife, two children and a
home built just a few months ago, 50 miles out-
side the Dead Zone. 

“The salary here is several times higher than
what I was making as a schoolteacher,” he says.

Tatarchuck, who wears a camouflage jacket
that is two sizes too big, is concerned for his
health, if only mildly. On this Indian summer
day, he is in the middle of a 24-hour fast that he
believes will cleanse his body of radiological
impurities. He fasts once a week, to be on the
safe side. 

In the end, wages outweigh health risks.

Tatarchuck makes the equivalent of $2,200 a
year. That’s three times what he made as a
teacher, but his paychecks are consistently
delinquent, a problem common in Ukraine.
Only in the last week of October did he receive
his May paychecks. 

To visitors, he says in English, “It is suitable
to live here. It’s better than nothing.” But in
Russian, he tells Yatsenko, translator and dri-
ver, that he doesn’t like it here. 

There are no bars. No movie houses. Nothing
to do but read, drink, play cards and sleep. 

“It is impossible to survive here for young
people,” Tatarchuck says. He is 29 years old. 

He feels abandoned. 
Enough about me, Tatarchuck says, swiping

rogue strands of wavy brown hair away from
his face. He continues with his tour, pointing
out the small amusement park sitting in the
middle of Pripyat. The park, with a Ferris
wheel and bumper cars and other rides, was
built in 1985 and ’86. 

A grand-opening ceremony was planned for
May 1, 1986, six days after the explosion. May
Day. 

Near the bumper cars, thick moss covers the
pavement in scattered patches. Tatarchuck
warns that stepping on the moss is not a good
idea. The moss, because it absorbs radionu-
clides at a greater rate than most other organ-
isms, is more radioactive than its surroundings.

The number on the Geiger counter sprints
ahead.

.764.

.899.
1.082. 
“See?” Tatarchuck says. “I never joke about

such things. Especially in this place.”
Pripyat, upriver from the dormant power

plant and just five miles from the Belarussian
border, was a modern version of the mill and
mining towns that dot western Pennsylvania’s
many waterways. People in Pripyat, just like
people throughout the Dead Zone, were told
that the evacuation was a temporary one,
Tatarchuck says. 

A DOLL LIES on one of 27 cots at the Pripyat kindergarten and day-care center. The school, like the rest of the city, was left as it was when it was
evacuated following the 1986 nuclear plant explosion.

FirstEnergy
Corp., the Ohio-
based utility
company that
owns the Ship-
pingport plants,
has applied for
federal license
extensions that
will allow each
of the two
nuclear reactors
on site to oper-
ate for decades
to come. The
company is seek-
ing extensions
that would
enable power
station No. 1 to
operate through
2036, and
power station
No. 2 through
2047. The
Nuclear Regula-
tory Commission
could issue the
licenses by
2006. 

◆

For what it’s
worth, the Unit-
ed Nations’ “offi-
cial” count of
people affected
by the Cher-
nobyl meltdown
stands at 5.9 mil-
lion. According
to its own esti-
mates, 350,400
people were
evacuated from
the Dead Zone.
More than 4.5
million still live
on contaminat-
ed territories in
and out of the
evacuated area.
Between 1986
and 1989, about
858,646 people
served as liq-
uidators, the
people who
helped clean the
radioactive
debris and build
the sarcopha-
gus. And
148,274 people
from Ukraine,
Russia and
Belarus are con-
sidered invalids,
meaning they
are eligible for
state aid. Add it
all up, it comes
to roughly
5,857,320. 

◆

“Can you imagine? Little guys, sleeping here. 
They never understood what happened.”

Glenn Alan Cheney, author of “Journey to
Chernobyl.” “Management acted without per-
mission of the regulatory agencies, and the
regulatory agency was negligent in its regula-
tion.”

Six separate protocol violations led to the
explosion in Chernobyl. The first violation
came on April 25, 1986, after a grid controller
in Kiev ordered the postponement of a safety
experiment. The experiment meant to test
whether it was possible, in the event of a
power outage, to supply a constant supply of
electricity to water pumps that fed and cooled
the reactor’s uranium fuel rods.

At 2 p.m., the experiment was set to begin,
and the plant operators switched off the reac-
tor’s emergency cooling system to prevent it
from flooding the core and shutting down
the reactor while the experiment was under
way. 

When the experiment was postponed,

plant operators should have turned the emer-
gency coolant system back on. They didn’t. 

At 1:23 a.m., four violations later, operators
purposely blocked a sensor that would have
shut down the nuclear reactor when the tur-
bine was switched off for the experiment.

That was the sixth and final violation.
In the space of a second, the power

jumped from 200 to 141,000 thermal
megawatts, about 440 times the reactor’s full
power threshold.

What happened next was calamitous, ac-
cording to Viktor Haynes and Marko Bojcun,
authors of “The Chernobyl Disaster”: 

“The 1,661 fuel rods, now red-hot from lack
of coolant, disintegrated in powder and frag-
ments and, under immense pressure, broke
through their cladding into outer steam-water
enclosures. 

The ferocity of the interaction between hot
fuel and water caused such an explosion that

it lifted the upper neutron shield — a 1,000-
ton steel-fabricated lid filled with concrete —
off the reactor.”

The explosion catapulted radioactive sedi-
ment through the walls and roof, firing enor-
mous fragments of graphite and uranium into
the sky and onto the ground. 

A second explosion followed, caused when
steam, uranium, graphite and hydrogen com-
bined with the oxygen in the night air to cre-
ate a huge thermal fireball, the likes of which
the world hadn’t seen since Nagasaki. 

The reactor house, 225 feet tall, was de-
stroyed. The reactor roof, 100 feet above the
core vault, collapsed into shreds. Oil pipes
burst apart. Electrical fires erupted all over the
complex. The reactor fire boiled for days and
days. 

Over the next week, Soviet officials evacuat-
ed nearly 1,200 square miles of Ukraine,
Russia and Belarus. 

COOLING TOWERS for Chernobyl reactors No. 5 and No. 6
sit unfinished. Work stopped after reactor No. 4 exploded. In
the foreground is one of the cooling ponds for the reactors.

▼

A FERRIS WHEEL and other amusement park
rides were set to open in Pripyat on May 1,
1986. None have ever been ridden.

■
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NUCLEAR
TERMS

But it wasn’t. And today, Pripy-
at’s sole resident is the ghost of a
nuclear past. 

The city’s old kindergarten and
day-care is a short walk from the
amusement park. In the class-
rooms, there are toy drums, build-
ing blocks, baby dolls and gas
masks. All of it is covered by years
of dust. The roof is leaking
because it rained last night. A
mildewy scent hangs in the air. 

Yatsenko, 37, inspects one of the
classrooms, which had evidently
been used as a nap room before
the evacuation. There are 27 small
beds. Gas masks are resting on
several of them. 

“Can you imagine? Little guys,
sleeping here. They never under-
stood what happened,” he says. 

It is Yatsenko’s first trip to the
Dead Zone. For him, every
moment is a revelation about the
haunted place he’s heard about
and lived next to for 16 years. 

He has a beautiful black-haired
wife and a 7-year-old daughter,
neither of whom he sees for more
than a weekend at a time because
he spends the workweek in Kiev,
living with a friend and working
several jobs. He feels guilty that
his daughter, Alina, has been
raised by her mom, and seeing the
small beds makes him think of his
little girl back home. 

The gas masks on the beds are
not an authentic moment of terror
frozen in time, Tatarchuck says,
and probably had nothing to do
with the explosion or evacuation.
Instead, the masks were spread
around by vandals or photogra-
phers who wanted to dress up
their pictures. 

“The children never wore gas
masks,” Tatarchuck says. 

The tour of Pripyat ends, and
the two fathers jump back in the
Volkswagen. Yatsenko drives the
mile downriver, into the power
plant’s shadow. 

The nuclear complex itself is
surprisingly busy. About 4,000 peo-
ple still work at the plant, with
many living in a small town about
10 miles outside the Dead Zone’s
eastern boundary. They take a
train to work every day, passing
through the bit of Belarus that
dips toward the river. 

Most of the workers are doing
testing and cleanup work,
Tatarchuck says. A few hundred
are involved in the construction of
a warehouse that will soon be
home to spent nuclear fuel that is
still sitting in the abandoned reac-
tors. From the perimeter of the

plant, construction cranes can be
seen swinging back and forth. Cars
drive in and out of the complex.

Tatarchuck rolls down the pas-
senger-side window and points
toward reactors No. 5 and 6, which
are nearly completed but were
never activated. With updated
cooling towers that resemble the
ones at Shippingport’s Beaver Val-
ley Power Station, the reactors
were to be activated later in 1986,
but those plans were canceled
because of the explosion, he says.

Next, the car passes reactor No.
3, the last of the reactors to close.
It was deactivated on Dec. 15,
2000, a closure that was inevitable
but gut-wrenching nonetheless
because it cost the region thou-
sands of good jobs. 

Chernobyl had crippled the

region a second time. 
Reactor No. 1 was closed in

1996, Tatarchuck says. Reactor No.
2 closed in 1991 after a nasty fire. 

The car finally stops at the
remains of the cursed No. 4 reac-
tor, the one that devastated so
much of Ukraine and Belarus
when it erupted into a ball of
radioactive flames. It’s now con-
cealed from view by a fortresslike
sarcophagus, which itself is disin-
tegrating at an alarming rate. 

Tatarchuck and Yatsenko both
exit the car. For a while, they just
stare. Then Tatarchuck elaborates
on the sarcophagus:

The best way to prevent more
radiation from escaping the still-
festering reactor, the Soviet gov-
ernment concluded in 1986, was to
entomb it, burying the reactor
along with the estimated 200 tons
of radioactive fuel lying in the
depths of the reactor’s core. 

Construction of the tomb took
five months, from July through
November. But expediency, not
quality, was of the essence,
Tatarchuck says. 

Just 16 years old, the sarcopha-
gus must be replaced within the
next decade at an estimated cost
of $768 million. 

Essentially, the Ukraine govern-
ment plans to build another, larg-
er sarcophagus on top of the old
one. With luck, the new one will
last longer, Tatarchuck says. 

Outside a barbed-wire-topped
wall that blocks entrance to the
sarcophagus, he waves his Geiger
counter over the ground. The num-
bers jump around. 

.492.

.327.

.611.
Back into the car. The Volks-

THE TRANSFORMER YARD, dormant since December 2000, stands like a futuristic Stonehenge on the grounds of the Chernobyl Nuclear Power
Station.

A MAN COLLECTS scrap metal near a cooling pond at the Chernobyl
power plant. Although the metal is radioactive, some collect it and bribe
the guards to get it out of the Dead Zone.

alpha particle:
a radioactive
particle consist-
ing of two pro-
tons and two
neutrons, emit-
ted during the
decay of some
radionuclides. Of
the four types of
radioactive parti-
cles — alpha,
beta, gamma
and X-rays —
alpha particles
are the least
penetrating, and
can be stopped
by a sheet of
paper or cloth-
ing, but are the
most damaging
to human tissue.  

◆

beta particle:
a radioactive
particle, either
an electron or a
positron, emitted
during the
decay of some
radionuclides.
Beta particles are
more penetrat-
ing than alpha
rays, but in
equal amounts,
they cause less
damage to
human tissue. 

◆

cesium 137: a
radionuclide that
emits beta parti-
cles and has a
half-life of about
30 years. 

◆

control rod: a
rod or tube con-
taining a materi-
al such as hafni-
um, boron or
graphite, used
to control the
power of a
nuclear reactor.
By absorbing
loosed neutrons,
a control rod
prevents the
neutrons from
causing further
fission reactions. 

◆

core: the central
portion of a
nuclear reactor
containing fuel
elements, mod-
erator devices
and support
structures. 

◆

curie: a unit of
measurement
for the amount
of radioactivity
of a radionu-
clide, expressing
the disintegra-
tion rate of the
radionuclide.

◆

decay: the
decrease in activ-
ity of a radionu-
clide. In the
process of
decay, radiation
is emitted. 

◆

decommission:
the process of
closing and dis-
mantling a
nuclear plant,
followed by
reducing resid-
ual radioactivity
to a level that
permits the
release of the
property for
unrestricted use. 

◆

It’s only a matter of time before we eradicate ourselves, 
and if Yatsenko were a betting man, he’d put money 
on nuclear annihilation. “This could be our future.”

▼

The Beatles weren’t kidding
when they said, “The Ukraine girls
really knock me out; they leave
the West behind.” The young
women of Kiev take great pride in
their appearance. Leather jackets,
leather boots and expensive
sweaters are commonplace in the
late autumn. 

Since the dissolution of the
U.S.S.R., Kiev has undergone a
self-applied makeover, trying to
transform itself into a European
“destination city” on par with
London, Paris or Rome. Most of
the casinos, American restaurants,
upscale bars and chic clothing

stores that you find in Kiev have
been built since 1991.

It’s not just the clothes, though.
The women have great figures,
too. As a pub owner explained it:
“Most of the women here would
rather spend their money on
clothes than spend it on food.
That’s why they’re all so skinny.”

But if John, Paul, Ringo and
George would have spent some
time outside Kiev, they may have
sung a different tune, or at least
changed their lyrics. The women
of rural Ukraine, as well as the
men, are poor, sometimes jobless
and often malnourished.

REPORTER’S NOTEBOOK  |  GIRLS, GIRLS, GIRLS

ONE OF
KIEV’S

BEAUTIES
walks down

the street
sporting a

leather coat
with a fur 

collar.
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wagen now sputters away from the
power stations and toward an
electrical transformer yard that’s
been dormant since December
2000. The transformer yard will sit
like this, lifeless and stark, for
many hundreds of years,
Tatarchuck says. It looks like a
series of craggy monoliths, some
futuristic Stonehenge. 

It’s not hard to imagine archae-
ologists visiting the site a few thou-
sand years from now, long after
the lessons of Chernobyl are for-
gotten, unearthing the hundreds of
transmission towers and wonder-
ing: “What was this?” But Yat-
senko doesn’t think mankind will
survive that long. 

“We are approaching the end,”
he says. It’s only a matter of time
before we eradicate ourselves,
and if Yatsenko were a betting
man, he’d put money on nuclear
annihilation. 

He looks around. “This could be
our future.”

Yatsenko and Tatarchuck ride
back to Chernobyl village, where

its few residents pass like wan
apparitions. An old, bent-over
man walks down the street with a
sack in hand. A woman clears
leaves from a sidewalk. Every now
and then, a truck trundles by. But
mostly, Chernobyl sounds like a
cemetery. Not even the birds are
chirping here. 

In the village, Yatsenko breaks
for lunch at the InterForm office
building while Tatarchuck tends
to some paperwork in his office up
the hall. Yatsenko is waited on by
Janna Philinova, 35. She has black
hair, a weary but pretty face, a
slight gap between her two front
teeth. 

She wears black pants and a
black shirt and bright pink lip-
stick. 

She’s been working here for 11
years, waiting tables and cleaning
and dreaming. She moved with
her parents to northern Ukraine
16 years ago, right after the explo-
sion. Dad came to find work at one
of the three active power plants.
Philinova was 19 and a new moth-

er at the time.
She is unmarried, but now has a

17-year-old son and a 13-year-old
daughter. Like Tatarchuck, she
spends two weeks each month liv-
ing and working in Chernobyl,
then two months in her real home,
outside the Dead Zone, where she
lives with her daughter.

After serving lunch — soup,
salad, cold cuts, pork and tomato
juice — and clearing empty plates
from the table, she sits down and
says she is tired of living in Cher-
nobyl. 

It has nothing to do with the
radiation. There is no future here.

“I want to leave. At the moment,
I can’t. I have to work.” Her son is
studying at a university in Kiev.
“Moving is not an option. I need to
work hard enough to feed my fami-
ly.”

Tatarchuck returns from his
office, coat thrown over his shoul-
der, and now it’s back to the car
and deep into dark woods, over
jarring dirt roads, past trees with
dead branches like bony fingers.

On the way, Yatsenko passes
dozens of abandoned buildings —
an elementary school, a children’s
store, a small grocery, a cafe and
countless empty, falling-apart
homes. 

Fifteen minutes later, he stops
the car, yanks the parking brake
and steps out in the lifeless village
of Stary Shepelchi, three miles
north of Pripyat. 

This is where Olena Abrajez
chooses to exist. Tatarchuck last
visited Abrajez three years ago,
but he brings Yatsenko here on
this day to show him how people
endure in the Dead Zone. 

A decade ago, as many as 1,200
dwelled here, he says, but some of
the people who once lived within
the evacuated area have moved.
Many others have died, not neces-
sarily because of the radiation,
but because of their age. It is most-
ly old people who live in the Dead
Zone.

There are pots and pans and
cats and a bathtub in Abrajez’s
back yard. A milk cow and some

dose: the
absorbed dose,
given in rads,
that represents
the energy
absorbed from
the radiation in
a gram of any
material. Differs
from the biologi-
cal dose, or dose
equivalent,
which is given in
rem and is a
measure of the
biological dam-
age to living tis-
sue from radia-
tion exposure. 

◆

dosimeter: a
portable instru-
ment, such as a
badge or a pock-
et dosimeter, for
measuring and
recording the
total accumulat-
ed personal
dose of radia-
tion.

◆

fuel rod: a tube
holding fission-
able material —
fuel — for use in
a nuclear reac-
tor. Fuel rods
are hitched into
bundles, called
fuel elements or
fuel assemblies,
which are
loaded individu-
ally into the
reactor core. 

◆

gamma ray: a
high-energy
photon emitted
by an unstable
radionuclide.
Gamma rays can
penetrate sever-
al feet of con-
crete, but cause
harm to human
tissue at the
same rate as
beta rays. 

◆

Geiger
counter: a radi-
ation detection
and measuring
instrument, con-
sisting of a gas-
filled tube con-
taining elec-
trodes, between
which there is
no current.
When ionizing
radiation passes
through the
tube, a pulse of
current passes
from the nega-
tive electrode to
the positive elec-
trode. The num-
ber of pulses per
second mea-
sures the intensi-
ty of the radia-
tion. 

◆

half-life: the
amount of time
required for a
radionuclide to
decay to half its
original value, or
the time
required for 50
out of 100
atoms from a
given source to
transform into
other atoms.

◆

iodine 131: a
radionuclide that
emits beta and
gamma rays,
with a half-life of
about eight
days. Radioac-
tive iodine accu-
mulates in the
thyroid gland. 

◆

OLENA ABRAJEZ, right, lives on a small farm near Stary Shepelchi, a few miles from the Chernobyl reactors.
Mariya Tsimbalist, left, stays with her for two weeks at a time while Olena’s husband works on a cattle farm
elsewhere in the Dead Zone.

▼

REPORTER’S NOTEBOOK  |  POLITICS & THE PRESS
Our stay in Ukraine was a peaceful

one — no major riots or anything —
but we were lucky, by the looks of
things. Two days before we landed in
Kiev’s Boryspil airport, more than
3,000 protesters took to the streets in
what was the latest in a series of fre-
quent demonstrations demanding the
resignation of President Leonid
Kuchma.

Kuchma, who has been in charge
since 1994, has been accused of cor-
ruption and abuse of power, and a
vocal minority in Kiev suspect that the
Ukrainian president had something to
do with the murder of Heorgiy
Gongadze, a journalist critical of the

government. 
The country isn’t exactly journalist-

friendly. Mykhailo Kolomiyets, director
of the Ukrainian News agency, disap-
peared the day we arrived in Kiev. His
body was found four weeks ago,
hanging from a tree near the Belarus
border. Investigators still aren’t sure
whether Kolomiyets committed sui-
cide or was targeted for murder be-
cause of the agency’s independent re-
porting.

Last year, television company direc-
tor Igor Alexandrov was beaten to
death in the Donetsk region of
Ukraine, which is near the country’s
eastern border. 

But back to the riots. The week be-
fore we arrived, more than 10,000
rallied against Kuchma, defying police
orders and sparking violent confronta-
tions across the city. 

Three weeks before that, anti-
Kuchma protesters — including the
country’s deputy prime minister, Julia
Tymoshenko — clashed with riot po-
lice when they set up a camp outside
Kuchma’s presidential palace. 

Meanwhile, the United States is in-
vestigating whether Ukraine sold
arms, including anti-aircraft weapons,
to Iraq, a sale that would be in viola-
tion of international sanctions. 

It’s not looking good for Kuchma. 
YOU DON’T SEE TOO MUCH of Vladimir Lenin in the Ukraine
until you enter the Dead Zone. Pictures of Lenin are among the few
things that haven’t been looted from the area.
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isotope: two or
more forms of
an element hav-
ing identical or
related chemical
properties and
the same atomic
number, but dif-
ferent atomic
weights.

◆

light-water
reactor: a reac-
tor using ordi-
nary water as
coolant, includ-
ing boiling-water
reactors and
pressurized-
water reactors.
It’s the reactor
most commonly
used in the Unit-
ed States. 

◆

meltdown: the
melting of the
core of a nuclear
reactor. A melt-
down occurs
when reactor
fuel overheats
and liquifies. If
containment is
compromised,
the radiation can
escape in liquid
or vaporous
form. Generally,
a meltdown
wouldn’t cause
the reactor itself
to explode like a
bomb, but in
rare cases, as in
Chernobyl, the
release of vapor
into cooler air
can cause vapor
explosions. 

◆

neutron: an
elementary parti-
cle with no elec-
tric charge. A
neutron freed
from the nucleus
causes radiation. 

◆

noble gas: an
inert, gaseous
chemical ele-
ment that does
not readily enter
into chemical
combination
with other ele-
ments. Examples
include helium,
argon, krypton,
xenon and
radon. 

◆

nuclear ener-
gy: the energy
freed by nuclear
fission or fusion
or by radioactive
decay. 

◆

plutonium
radioisotopes:
a family of ele-
mentary
radionuclides
that are especial-
ly dangerous to
human beings
because of the
high level of
alpha particle
emissions and
long half-lives,
up to 379,000
years. 

◆

rad: literally,
radiation
absorbed dose,
which measures
the amount of
radiation
absorbed by a
unit of human
tissue. 

◆

geese, too. Her home is a three-
room wood shack that is leaning
toward the setting sun. The house
used to have electricity, but ser-
vice was disconnected sometime
in the summer. 

Abrajez, 68, is outside hanging
sheets on a clothesline when Yat-
senko and Tatarchuck approach.
She is not expecting the visit, but
she is not surprised by it, either. 

She wears a red-and-green ker-
chief around her head and heavy
boots on her feet. She has dirty,
chapped hands and a slowly fad-
ing mind that has been battered
by a decade of tragedy. Her older
son was murdered on the streets
of Kiev. Her younger son drowned.

She’s lived here pretty much
since the explosion, she says. 

Three days after the Chernobyl
accident, Abrajez was evacuated
from Stary Shepelchi. She and the
rest of the people from her village
were given free apartments north
of Kiev. But months later, she had
to leave. An old television blew
up, sparking a fire that ravaged
the apartment. 

Instead of waiting for the gov-
ernment to arrange new accommo-
dations, she sneaked back into the
Dead Zone, moved back to her
original home, and she’s been liv-
ing off the infected land since. 

Hundreds are doing the same.
Some live within 10 kilometers

— a little more than 6 miles — of
the power plant, even though
nobody is supposed to unless they
work for the government,
Tatarchuck says. Some live out-
side the 10-km zone but inside the
30-km evacuation radius, which is
discouraged, but not forbidden.
Others live in “hot spots,” the
areas of the Dead Zone most cont-
aminated. 

Abrajez’s husband isn’t here

today. He leaves his wife for two
weeks at a time, working for a cat-
tle farmer elsewhere in the Dead
Zone. It’s how the couple makes its
living. 

When Abrajez’s husband is out
of town, Mariya Tsimbalist — who
makes her regular home in the
refugee village of Maryanivka,
west of Kiev — watches over Abra-
jez, handling the cooking and
cleaning, because Abrajez cannot
be trusted to take care of herself. 

Tsimbalist, 74, emerges from the
home wearing a blue-and-gold
apron and a forced smile to greet
her visitors. She explains that as
Abrajez grew more senile, her
husband — who knows the people
of Maryanivka — asked whether
Tsimbalist would stay with his
wife while he tends to the cattle. 

She agreed to it. She is now able
to come in and out of the Dead
Zone without hassle because the
guards here know her and gener-
ally turn a blind eye to the people
living here illegally. 

Tsimbalist starts to say some-
thing, but she is interrupted by
Abrajez, who begins chattering
indecipherably. 

“She is crazy,” Yatsenko says,
between attempted translations.
This autumn, Abrajez sent several
rambling letters to Ukrainian
President Leonid Kuchma, asking
why her electricity had been
turned off. “She is incoherent and
emotional. She is losing her
mind.”

She lives in near-perfect isola-
tion. Yatsenko and Tatarchuck are
the first people, outside of Tsim-
balist and her husband, that Abra-
jez has seen in months. 

The two women don’t know
what day it is because they don’t
have a calendar. They don’t know
what time it is because the wind-

up clock in the kitchen has
stopped ticking. 

To a visitor, it could be 2002 or
1992 or 1942. Besides a thank-you
card dated 1977, there is little in
the home or outside it to suggest
Abrajez and her husband occupy
any particular spot in human his-
tory. Theirs is a timeless exis-
tence. 

Halfway through the conversa-
tion, Abrajez offers: “Did you
already have lunch? If not, you’re
more than welcome. I don’t have
anything fancy, just potatoes.” 

They are hospitable and gener-
ous, yet they live hand-to-mouth.
In the spring, they plant potatoes.
In the summer, they pick berries.
In the autumn, they gather mush-
rooms, buckwheat and wildflow-
ers. All of it is culled from the irra-
diated soil. 

Abrajez and her husband will
occasionally slaughter a goose.
Once in a great while, a relative
will bring them flour or loaves of
bread. 

Tatarchuck waves the Geiger
counter over the ground. It reads
.130. “Same as Pripyat,” he mut-
ters. 

Tsimbalist, the shorter of the
two women, leans on a rickety
fence and says that she followed a
wandering path back to Stary She-
pelchi, also her home village. At
58, she was retired when the Cher-
nobyl reactor exploded, but she
was conscripted into the cleanup
effort. She cooked for the soldiers
who were decontaminating the
plant and living in a base village
12 miles outside Pripyat, within
the Dead Zone. 

For four months, she did noth-
ing but cook. After that, she left
the military village and moved to
the Maryanivka settlement, where
she lived with her three daugh-

ters. In the year after the explo-
sion, Tsimbalist says she “felt a
terrible headache. My head hurt
so much, I thought I was about to
lose my vision.”

Like most everyone in northern
Ukraine, she blames her health
problems on Chernobyl. She says
she taught herself head massages
that helped to alleviate the pain.
With one hand, she grabs Yat-
senko by the cheeks and with the
other she demonstrates the mas-
sage on his forehead, kneading his
skin like dough. 

“I’m not sick anymore,” she
says. 

She ended up in Stary Shep-
elchi a few years after the explo-
sion, after agreeing to care for
Abrajez. Tsimbalist likes the idea
of being close to her homeland, if
only for a few weeks at a time dur-
ing the spring, summer and
autumn. “In Maryanivka, the land
is poor. Here, it’s good for growing
vegetables,” she says. “It’s a better
land.”

In Eastern Europe, a person’s
attachment to his homeland is a
strong one, Yatsenko explains. To
be evicted from one’s homeland is
about the greatest tragedy imagin-
able. And northern Ukraine is the
country’s most ancient, hallowed
part. Chernobyl itself has been
settled for 800 years and just
recently celebrated its anniver-
sary. 

There is sadness in Tsimbalist’s
eyes. Yatsenko’s, too. 

When autumn makes its final
descent into what will certainly be
a bleak winter, Tsimbalist will
return to Maryanivka for three or
four months. Abrajez and her hus-
band will be on their own, without
electricity, without hot water,
without visitors. 

The coming winter, like the

There is little in the home or outside it to suggest Abrajez
and her husband occupy any particular spot in human

history. Theirs is a timeless existence.

OLENA ABRAJEZ WALKS back to her small farm a few miles from the Chernobyl Nuclear Power Station, inside the Dead Zone.

▼

Ukrainians take moderate offense
when out-of-towners mispronounce
and misspell the names of local
cities. Most Westerners still use the
old Soviet spellings and pronuncia-
tions for the cities here — for exam-
ple, we spell Ukraine’s capital city
Kiev, and pronounce it “kee-ev.” But
the preferred Ukrainian spelling is
Kyiv, and it’s pronounced “keev.”

◆

Our apartment was less than a
block from Kiev’s Golden Gate,
once the ceremonial entryway to
the city, as well as a defensive
fortress. The original was finished in

1037. The arched gate itself was
made of stone, and the “golden”
part of its name referred to the
golden cupola of the Church of the
Annunciation, which was built atop
the gate.

The gate was wrecked during a
military invasion, and what re-
mained of the gate was later
buried. 

But in 1832, archaeologists un-
earthed the gate, reinforced it and
put it on display. Fast-forward to
1983, Kiev’s 1,500th anniversary,
when the gate was restored to its
original condition and opened as a
museum. 

KIEV’S
GOLDEN

GATE was
restored in

1983 as part
of the city’s

1,500th
anniversary,

but it’s
undergoing

another
restoration

today.
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radiation: the
energy given off
by alpha and
beta particles
and gamma and
X-rays. The ener-
gy removes elec-
trons from neu-
tral atoms and
causes them to
become ionized.
When atoms
within a cell
become ionized,
they can repro-
duce in ionized
— mutated —
form.

◆

radionuclide:
an unstable
atomic nuclide
in which positive
and negative
charges are not
equal, causing it
to decay sponta-
neously and
emit radiation.
Radionuclides
can be created
during fission, or
the intentional
splitting of
atoms. 

◆

rem: literally,
radiation equiva-
lent man, the
unit of measure-
ment for radia-
tion doses.
Often expressed
in millirem,
which is one-
thousandth of a
rem. 

◆

risk factor: the
presumed prob-
ability of cancer,
leukemia or
heredity harm
occurring as a
result of expo-
sure to radiation. 

◆

roentgen: a
unit measuring
gamma and X-
rays produced
by radionuclides.
One roentgen of
gamma rays is
approximately
equivalent to
one rad and one
rem. Often
expressed in
microroentgen,
which is one-mil-
lionth of a roent-
gen, or mil-
liroentgen,
which is one-
thousandth of a
roentgen. 

◆

sarcophagus:
a tomb or coffin,
and the name
given to the pro-
tective shelter
now covering
the remains of
the No. 4 Cher-
nobyl reactor. 

◆

uranium:
found in natural
ores, it’s a
radioactive ele-
ment with the
atomic number
92 and an atom-
ic weight of
about 238. The
two principal
natural isotopes
are uranium-235
and uranium-
238, both of
which are fis-
sionable.

◆

X-rays: energy
rays similar to
gamma rays, but
with lower ener-
gy and penetra-
bility. 

◆

many before it, will be cold and lone-
ly. 

◆

Leaving behind the remains of
Stary Shepelchi and finishing his tour
of the Dead Zone, Yatsenko again dri-
ves past the hulking sarcophagus,
where 32-year-old Andre Gannovska
works. He’s been here for nine years,
monitoring beta and gamma rays
coming from the buried nuclear core. 

The man is constantly depressed.
Sometimes he’s afraid to eat. Some-
times he’s afraid to leave his home
and come to work.

Later, Yatsenko visits Gannovska’s
mother, Ludmila Porochnyak Gan-
novska, who worries about him every
day, 90 miles away in Kiev. She says
her son’s depression goes untreated
because Ukraine’s psychological
community is at least a decade
behind its Western counterparts.

“These problems we almost don’t
pay attention to,” she says. “There is
an attitude that the government
should care about medical problems,
but psychological problems should
be shouldered by individuals.”

Gannovska, a nutritionist, sits with
Maria Drach, a psychologist and a
doctor of radiological medicine.
Their office is in a blue, two-story
office building in the middle of Kiev’s
historical district, a stone’s throw
from the Golden Gate, the city’s origi-
nal entryway. 

They say the problem is twofold.
First, there is the paralyzing — and in
many cases unwarranted — fear of
radiation. “Here, we’re facing pho-
bia,” Gannovska says. “When people
hear anything about the atom or
nuclear power, they are scared.”

On the other end of the spectrum
are the people living in the Dead
Zone, throwing considerable caution
to the wind by hunting local game,
eating fish from the Pripyat River,
collecting irradiated mushrooms and
berries, oblivious to or heedless of
health risks. 

Many are convinced that Cher-
nobyl’s ghost will kill them eventual-
ly, Drach says. They might as well eat
some berries along the way. 

Part of the solution lies in changing
the way people think, Drach says, legs
crossed and hands folded. In
Ukraine, she explains, the individual
comes last. It is one of the many rem-

nants of communism. The health of
the individual takes a back seat to the
welfare of the community. 

“It’s the inverted pyramid, where
the individual is on the bottom and
society is on the top,” Drach says.
“We want to turn the pyramid
around.”

That involves educating people.
Drach and Gannovska are designing a
special program that teaches Dead
Zone residents how to take better
care of their bodies. How to make
sure their drinking water is safe. How
to boil wild mushrooms to rid them of
dangerous radionuclides. 

The body is a very resilient thing
and will heal if you let it, Drach says.
She points to smokers. Years of dam-
age to the lungs can be reversed once
a person stops smoking cigarettes.
The tar disappears. People are able
to breathe again. The body can be
very forgiving. 

But some of their treatments are
surprisingly conventional, while oth-
ers would seem to perpetuate exist-
ing problems.

“Alcohol is one of the best solu-
tions to take away stress,” Gannovska
says. “It doesn’t mean that we stand
for alcoholism. But at the time, we
don’t have anything better to help
psychological problems, and we still
don’t have any decent treatment pro-
grams.”

It’s a popular theory, and alco-
holism in northern Ukraine is at epi-
demic proportions, as some studies
say one-in-five Ukrainian men are
alcoholics. 

So, many people living or working
in northern Ukraine drink heavily
every night. They tell, and believe,
stories of a firefighter who was
falling-down drunk when he showed
up to fight the radioactive fires at
Chernobyl’s No. 4 reactor. All of his
brigade members were poisoned or
killed by the intense radioactivity.
Yet the drunken man wasn’t sick-
ened, the legend says. 

Gannovska also advises that people
living in the Dead Zone should take
an “anti-poisoning” nutritional sup-
plement that she’s helped to create.
The powder’s active ingredient is a
chemical extracted from the root of
the silybum marianum, a thistle plant
native to the Mediterranean. 

The plant has been used for millen-
nia to treat liver disease or mush-

room poisoning, and was mentioned
in the Bible. It’s sometimes called St.
Mary’s thistle or milk thistle. 

“It’s a gift of Mother Mary,” Gan-
novska says. Her son takes the sup-
plement. 

The two scientists agree that addi-
tional studies are necessary, both on
the physiological and psychological
effects of Chernobyl. There is so
much to learn from this sad, haunted
zone, if only the world would pay
attention, Gannovska says. 

The problem is that there isn’t a
good starting point — much of the
data concerning radioactive fallout
that may or may not have been col-
lected during the Soviet regime was
lost forever when the U.S.S.R. dis-
solved in 1991, the scientists say. 

Yet, when it comes to applying for
international aid or research funding,
many outsiders believe the Cher-
nobyl problems have passed. “At
some conferences, we’ve been told to
sit down, that our problems don’t mat-
ter anymore. They tell us, can’t you
see people are starving in Africa?
Your problems are over. It’s been
enough. It’s gone,” Gannovska says. 

But it’s not over. Accidents are part
of life, Drach stresses. They happen
because people aren’t perfect, and
neither is machinery. Commercial
nuclear power has been around for
less than 50 years, and already there
have been several close calls and one
major meltdown. 

“We’ve been told this couldn’t hap-
pen in any place but Ukraine,” Drach
says. “But it’s inevitable. We’ve been
watching terrorism all over the world.
They’ve destroyed your twin towers.
They’ve taken hostages in Moscow. Is
it so unreasonable to think ahead?”

After more than an hour, Gannovs-
ka and Drach have finally run out of
things to say. They are exhausted. It’s
been a long, depressing day.

Yatsenko bids farewell to the
women, slips out the door, past the
golden lampstands and into the rain.
Later that night, from a Kiev apart-
ment, he sends an e-mail to
Tatarchuck. 

He plans to visit the Dead Zone
again soon, he writes. 

Something about Chernobyl’s dis-
embodied voice, the way it crackles
through the Geiger counter, speaks to
him, and he has no choice but to lis-
ten. 

A MONUMENT DEDICATED to the firefighters who worked to extinguish the fire caused by the nuclear plant explosion stands several miles
from the Chernobyl reactors.

“We’ve been
told this
couldn’t hap-
pen in any
place but
Ukraine. But
it’s inevitable.
We’ve been
watching ter-
rorism all over
the world.
They’ve
destroyed
your twin
towers.
They’ve taken
hostages in
Moscow. Is it
so unreason-
able to think
ahead?”

REPORTER’S NOTEBOOK  |  KIEV’S MARKETS
ROWS OF
STACKING
DOLLS are
available in
Kiev’s outdoor
markets. Presi-
dent George
W. Bush and
Osama bin
Laden can be
found among
the more tradi-
tional folk
paintings and
icons.

On our only slow day, Clif and I
stopped at one of Kiev’s many out-
door marketplaces, where they sell
produce, smoked fish, clothes and
a variety of trinkets. Think of
Pittsburgh’s Strip District without
the Steelers stuff. Here, we discov-
ered another Ukrainian tradition,
the colorfully decorated Easter
eggs called pysanky. 

Ukrainians prepare the eggs by
outlining a design in wax, then col-
or the eggs by dipping them in

dye. The dyes can be made from
natural ingredients: red cabbage
leaves for blue dye, onion skins for
yellow or orange dye, herbs for
green, beets and raspberries for
red.

Sometimes, they use real eggs,
which are hollowed out by pricking
a small hole in each end of the
egg, blowing in one hole and let-
ting the yellow goop drip out the
other. Other pysanky eggs are
made out of wood or porcelain. 

■
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The veil of Soviet
secrecy shroud-
ing the Cher-
nobyl disaster
reached across
the ocean. In
Beaver County,
the front page of
The Times made
no mention of
the April 26
explosion on
April 27 or 28.
On Tuesday,
April 29, a front-
page headline
read: “Radiation
Spews From
USSR Plant.” By
May 15, the acci-
dent was
bumped off The
Times’ front
pages, and by
the end of May,
the accident was
out of the news
altogether. 

◆

Several local
couples, includ-
ing Kirk and
Angela Kubias of
Moon Township
and Arnold and
Wendy Julian of
Ellwood City, are
volunteer hosts
with the Chil-
dren of Cher-
nobyl charitable
fund, a nonprof-
it organization
headquartered
in Youngstown,
Ohio. The group
brings children,
mostly from
Belarus, to Amer-
ica for six to
eight weeks on
a so-called
“health vaca-
tion,” allowing
the children to
stay with local
families. The
group also pays
for the children’s
medical care
while they’re in
the country, and
gives them vita-
mins and cloth-
ing for the trip
home.
(www.chernobyl
.org)

◆

Radiologists would love nothing
more than to settle, once and for all,
the argument over how damaging
to human health the 1986 explosion
at the Chernobyl Nuclear Power
Station really was. 

One problem — there isn’t a good
starting point for the discussion.
Much of the data concerning ra-
dioactive fallout that was collected
during the Soviet regime was lost
when the USSR dissolved. 

And most of the information float-
ing around today is unreliable at
best, completely misleading at worst,
as those who support nuclear ener-
gy as well as those who lobby
against it have twisted facts and in-
vented numbers to support their pro-

or anti-nuclear power agendas. 
“Over the last 15 years, great dis-

tress has been caused both by those
who have sought to play down the
harmful effects of the Chernobyl ex-
plosion and by those who, for one
reason or another, have sought to
exploit exaggerated and ill-founded
fears,” says Neil Buhne, a United
Nations coordinator. 

As a result, many of the reports
published so far are rubbish, at least
as far as the objective scientific com-
munity is concerned. And the
biggest problem of all may be that
16 years have passed, yet nobody
seems to know any more today than
they did on April 26, 1986. 

The United Nations, in a report re-

leased this year, acknowledges as
much:

■ “Reliable data regarding the
composition and distribution of ra-
dioactive contamination during the
first weeks after the accident is lack-
ing…”

■ “Much is still not known about
the biological effects of radiation…”

■ “It is not possible to estimate the
scale of (damages) accurately…”

The agency ultimately responsible
for carrying out a comprehensive in-
vestigation must conduct its research
“according to internationally recog-
nized protocol” if it is to have any val-
ue to future scientists and genera-
tions, the report says. 

Regarding the effects of

Chernobyl’s radiation, there is a large
body of evidence suggesting that ex-
posure to low-level radiation might
actually help the body more than it
hurts it, says Bernard Cohen, profes-
sor emeritus at the University of
Pittsburgh. 

Cohen, who is a retired professor
of physics and astronomy as well as
environmental and occupational
health, says more and more evi-
dence points to the notion that bom-
barding an organism with low levels
of radiation before high-level expo-
sure can actually curb the mutating
effects of radiation. He also says that
low-level radiation may help to stim-
ulate biological defense mechanisms,
such as “DNA repair enzymes,” that

prevent cancerous mutations. 
He says the high-end Chernobyl

casualty numbers are out of whack.  
“The idea that Chernobyl radiation

causes cancer came from the idea
that a certain amount of radiation
does some damage to the DNA mol-
ecule,” he says. “That’s true.”

There’s a caveat, however. When
a supposed casualty number is cited
— say, 100,000 cancer deaths over
50 years — that number is based on
the idea that the Chernobyl explo-
sion spread a small amount of radia-
tion over a large area, exposing mil-
lions of people to low-level radiation. 

But the fallacy lies in the fractions,
Cohen says. If X amount of high-level
radiation yields Y number of cancer

Shortly after Dr. Eugeniya
Stepnova enters the room,
she tells Nick Ivansenko to

remove his undershirt. He does so,
even though there is a group of
strangers in his room. By now, he is
used to being poked and inspected
by strangers. It’s become his daily
routine. 

Nick, 13, is not much taller than
his 5-year-old brother, Oleh. Nick
weighs maybe 45 pounds. He does-
n’t play with the other children at
the recreation room in Kiev’s radi-
ology center because he is too
weak. He has a private room, and
he stays in bed all of the time. 

He is gaunt and gangly. He can
barely lift his arms. 

He slowly peels off the shirt to
reveal a deformed breastbone. It
protrudes an inch or two beyond
the point where a breastbone

ought to stop. Below this skeletal
deformity is a yawning chest cleft.
His heart pumps quickly through
his yellow skin. 

Nick needs heart surgery, the
doctor says. His heart works in
overdrive because leakage in one
of its chambers means that not
enough blood is being pumped
through the body to its organs. 

But Nick’s family has no money.
And there are not enough
resources at the hospital — when
nurses take his pulse, they do so
with a wind-up clock instead of a
stopwatch. 

And even if the money were
there and even if the best surgeons
in the world were on the job, the
condition might be inoperable. 

“It’s probably too late for that
operation,” Stepnova says while
Nick is distracted by nurses. Her

stern voice clangs like a sledge-
hammer. 

Stepnova’s forceful manner per-
haps reflects the pressures and
stresses faced by those who care
for and chronicle Chernobyl’s
dying and dead. Nick is one of 120
children who receive regular treat-
ment at the Ukrainian Scientific
Center of Radiology Medicine in
Kiev’s west end. Stepnova believes
they’re all victims of the ghost that
escaped the nuclear plant 16 years
ago. 

A few are older than 16, but most
are younger than that and have
birth defects that are thought to
have been inherited from parents
exposed to the radiation that
emerged from the blast. 

Nick has haunted hazel eyes that
follow Stepnova around the room.
The eyes bulge. They are ready to

leap out of his head. No matter
where he stares or whom he stares
at, he is staring up, begging, des-
perate. Because of his size and con-
dition, he has nowhere to stare but
up. 

He stares up when the nurses
take his pulse. He stares up while
doing flexibility tests, lifting his
arms, bending his toes. 

On Nick’s right arm are gauze
and bandages, the leftovers of
blood tests and injections given a
full week ago. But his arm has yet
to heal. 

“I feel better,” is all he says
about his condition. Nick wears a
gold chain around his neck. A gold
crucifix dangles in front of the cavi-
ty in his chest. “My mother bought
it for me at church,” he said. The
Lord is supposed to keep him safe
from the invisible presence that

DR. EUGENIYA STEPNOVA REACHES OUT to comfort 13-year-old Nick Ivansenko at Kiev’s Ukrainian Scientific Center of Radiology Medicine.
Nick, who weighs just 45 pounds, suffers from a rare heart arrhythmia that doctors believe will soon claim his life.

Fathers
Sins of the

Our fathers sinned and are no more, 
and we bear their punishment. 

Lamentations 5:7

▼

▼
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Nadiya Pushak,
originally Nadiya
Myaytenko, was
born on a farm
outside Kiev and
was living in
Ukraine’s capital
city when Cher-
nobyl blew up.
“Nobody knew
anything. Four
days, and
nobody knew
about anything,”
she says. She
learned of the
accident from
her brother,
who delivered
medical supplies
to the Chernobyl
area. Pushak,
her brother and
the rest of the
family packed in
a car and drove
to the family
farm 50 miles
south of Kiev.
Pushak, now
married to Frank
Pushak and mak-
ing her home in
New Brighton,
still has two
daughters living
in Kiev. 

◆

According to the
2000 Census
report, about
3,000 people
claiming full or
partial Ukrainian
descent live in
Beaver County.
Most of them
claim roots in
the southern
and western
parts of the
country, not the
north, where
the Chernobyl
disaster hap-
pened. When
the Eastern
European steel
industry took a
nosedive after
World War II, a
number of
Ukrainians came
to the Pittsburgh
area and other
industrial locales
seeking mill jobs.

◆

deaths, it can’t necessarily be assumed — or
proved — that a fraction of that radiation ex-
posure will lead to an identical fraction of
cancer deaths. 

It’s the same with most toxic agents, he
says. For example, if 100 people out of
1,000 die from ingesting a certain amount
of arsenic, that doesn’t mean that 10 people
out of 1,000 people would die if they ingest-
ed one-tenth the amount of arsenic.

That’s because trace amounts of arsenic
won’t kill you — the substance is found in
drinking water, actually. 

“There’s a tremendous amount of evi-
dence that the equation simply doesn’t work
this way,” he says. “Low amounts of radia-
tion simply haven’t been proven to be med-
ically dangerous.”

But there are plenty of people who hold

opposite views, including Mark Bojcun, pro-
fessor of law and international relations at
London Metropolitan University’s Ukraine
Center, and co-author of “The Chernobyl
Disaster.”

“The U.S.S.R. Ministry of Health never re-
leased the full information concerning the
deaths and injuries arising out of the
Chernobyl disaster,” he says. “That was a
state secret. Hundreds of thousands of
troops and civilians were brought into the
30-km zone most affected by the fallout …
(but) their medical records were not moni-
tored.

“The impact of their exposure to radiation
was not, and cannot, be properly mea-
sured.”

Bojcun takes offense when radiologists or
writers who have never been within a thou-

sand miles of Chernobyl claim the collective
health damage caused by the radioactive
fallout has been exaggerated. He’s visited
too many cleanup workers, cancer wards
and villages within the Dead Zone to accuse
people of northern Ukraine and Belarus of
overstating their health plights.

“How then, if the necessary empirical data
about what has already taken place is not
available and the long-term effects are still to
be ascertained, can anyone say the impact
of Chernobyl has been exaggerated?” he
says. 

“Take a look at the offspring born to in-
habitants of the Marshall Islands in the
Pacific, decades after these islands were con-
taminated with radioactive fallout, and ask
yourself when one can safely assume that
the danger has passed.”

A GEIGER COUNTER measures the amount of
radiation in the moss near the Chernobyl reactors.

“If the Chernobyl problem has been so overstated, 
why do they care so much about terrorists 

sabotaging a nuclear plant?”

has infected him. 
Nick has been fighting the heart

condition since he was 2. His par-
ents first realized something was
wrong when they saw he couldn’t
run as fast as other toddlers. The
chest deformity became more evi-
dent over the years. 

Nick’s brother is also a resident
at the hospital, Stepnova says. He
suffers from a rare heart arrhyth-
mia. Both Nick and Oleh come
from Narodichi, a farming town 35
miles from the Chernobyl plant,
about 17 miles outside the evacu-
ated area. Radiation levels in the
town’s soil are about nine times
normal. 

The doctor is asked, given
Nick’s size, how tall can he be
expected to grow? Abruptly, she
frowns and says: “It is not appro-
priate to discuss that in front of
the patient.” 

In the dark hallway outside
Nick’s room, she is asked the same
question. She shrugs and sighs. “It
is not a matter of how tall he will
grow.” It is instead a matter of
when he will die. 

When will that be?
Stepnova shrugs again and says

quietly, maybe weeks, maybe
months. “It is in God’s hands.” 

◆

Only God knows how many chil-
dren and adults have been sick-
ened and killed by the radioactive
presence that for 16 years has
preyed upon the Eastern Euro-
pean soil. 

Some will tell you the number is

as high as 125,000 and still climb-
ing. Others put the casualties at 41,
the number of firefighters and
plant workers who died from
burns and intense radiation poi-
soning in the days immediately
after the explosion. 

Stepnova, 55, the lead doctor
and professor at the radiology cen-
ter, leans toward the higher num-
bers. She’s a stout, determined
woman with a shock of platinum-
blond hair who has made a career
out of trying to fix man’s biggest
nuclear mistake. 

She bristles at the proposition
that Chernobyl’s victims have
been exaggerated, or in some
cases fabricated, to spread fear or
garner Western sympathy and
research funding. 

“If the Chernobyl problem has
been so overstated, why do they
care so much about terrorists sab-

otaging a nuclear plant?” she says,
speaking from behind a desk in
her sterile office. 

“Let them bomb a nuclear
power station. Then see what hap-
pens.” 

If people really believe it’s pos-
sible to loose a nuclear specter
into the atmosphere without harm-
ing a soul, Stepnova says, why
bother shipping nuclear waste to
Nevada to be buried deep beneath
the Yucca Mountain? 

If it’s so safe, why not just blow
it up and let the fallout rain down
on everyone?

Opponents say that the Cher-
nobyl radiation has had little
effect on the health of the people
and that concern for the nuclear
threat has been overstated. 

Stepnova says the proof is her
hospital beds. The thyroid cancer
rate among children in Ukraine

since 1986 has increased fortyfold,
she says, and almost all of the
cases originate in the northern
part of the country. Today, entire
hospital wards in Ukraine,
Belarus and Russia are dedicated
to young victims of thyroid cancer,
a rare but treatable disease. 

Stepnova has been at the radio-
logical center since it was founded
in October 1986, just a few months
after Chernobyl erupted. She
came to Ukraine from Siberia
because, despite the presence of
four nuclear plants, the country
was short on radiological patholo-
gy experts. 

Today, she’s in charge of the hos-
pital’s prenatal irradiation unit
and its genetic disorders unit. She
tries to explain Chernobyl’s toll: 

■ More than 1,800 children from
the three countries have been
diagnosed with thyroid cancer
since 1986. 

■ Hundreds of the children
evacuated from the Dead Zone
now suffer from unexplained
cataracts. 

■ There have been claims of
increased breast cancer in
women.

■ Skeletal deformities and birth
defects, such as heart problems
and kidney disease, have
increased to an unspecified
degree. 

■  Then there is the matter of so-
called “Chernobyl AIDS,” a hodge-
podge of medical conditions —
diabetes, general malaise, depres-
sion, high blood pressure — all of
it the result of high stress, a mal-

15-YEAR-OLD OLEH ZIRKA is embarrassed by his hands. His fingers (below) have been twisted and gnarled since birth, a condition doctors
attribute to radiation his parents absorbed while cleaning up after the Chernobyl explosion.

▼

■
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“Good evening,
comrades. All of
you know there
has been an
incredible misfor-
tune — the acci-
dent at the Cher-
nobyl nuclear
power plant. It
has painfully
affected the Sovi-
et people, and
shocked the
international
community. For
the first time, we
confront the full
force of nuclear
energy, out of
control.” 
— Soviet Premier
Mikhail 
Gorbachev,
three days after
the accident.

◆

A controversial
study published
in 2001 by the
Institute of Evo-
lution and the
Kupat Holim
National Cancer
Control Center,
both in Haifa,
Israel, claims that
the Chernobyl
explosion
caused a 600
percent increase
in genetic muta-
tions. The scien-
tists studied fam-
ilies in which
one child was
conceived
before the acci-
dent and one
was conceived
afterward, along
with control
groups from
areas with no
radiation expo-
sure. The study
showed that
radiation from
Chernobyl affect-
ed fathers’
sperm, which
lead to mutation
of the DNA in
children, but the
findings were
disputed by the
nuclear industry.

◆

Those who
doubt that
healthy vegeta-
tion can grow
within the Dead
Zone ought to
talk to the drug
dealers — poppy
and marijuana
are the two
most popular
crops in the
evacuated area.
Narcotics dealers
sneak in and out
of the Dead
Zone several
times a month,
filling their
trunks with
drugs, then tak-
ing the drugs to
sell on the
streets of Kiev. 

◆

nourished immune system and a
lack of high-quality health care. 

The problems by themselves are
common, but thrown together,
you’ve got a strange, nonconta-
gious syndrome that nobody can
quite explain. 

“These are not new problems,”
Stepnova says. “I don’t want it to
seem that way. We have seen all of
these diseases before. We are just
seeing more of them now.”

It is a problem “for children,
grandchildren, great-grandchil-
dren. Generations. How it will
turn out, nobody knows,” she says. 

Not even a full generation has
passed since the reactor exploded,
she stresses. Some radiological
disorders can be passed from par-
ent to child. How can we make
blanket statements about the
health impact of Chernobyl’s
radioactive cloud before at least a
generation or two has passed?

The numbers are bound to get
worse, she says. The United
Nations itself, in the most compre-
hensive report on the effects of
Chernobyl to date, says “radioac-
tive contamination resulting from
the Chernobyl explosion and fire
poses health risks to the rural pop-
ulation.”

About 200,000 people live in
“highly contaminated territories.” 

Yet each year, the amount of
money spent by Ukraine on Cher-
nobyl-related cleanup and med-
ical care goes down. In 1992,
Ukraine spent $511 million. In
2000, it spent $333 million. 

Plainly put, Stepnova and the
United Nations say, Ukraine
needs more money to fully
research and mitigate the prob-

lems of Chernobyl. Stepnova
would like to set up a research
partnership with a Western uni-
versity, preferably one with a
strength in biomedical research.

“Genetic monitoring takes
money and time,” she says. “But
our state has limited resources.
Our state is unable to take care of
our own problem.” She’s received
a few grants in recent years to con-
duct research, but grants are not
enough to sustain an ongoing
research program. 

“I would be glad to offer my
cooperation to those that think
Chernobyl’s problems have been
exaggerated. I do not exaggerate,
and I do not minimize. Those who
don’t believe it, let’s hold scientif-
ic data side-by-side,” she says of
the sought-after university part-
nership. 

Stepnova leads a small parade
into the radiology center’s pedi-
atric unit. Most of the children are
hiding out in the quiet playroom,
and their faces brighten when
they see that their visitors have
brought chocolates and colored
pencils. 

Today, there are about 20 chil-
dren in the playroom. Building
blocks, checkers and stuffed ani-
mals are scattered across the
floor. There is a small television,
turned off, in one corner of the
room, an upright piano in the
other. The room is hot, though it’s
only 35 degrees outside. 

All of the children have medical
problems that, according to Step-
nova, are caused by Chernobyl.
Some of the children are 15 or 16
and have been coming to the radi-
ology center pretty much since the

explosion. Others are as young as
5. 

Inna Kozak, 12, looks healthy —
brown eyes, dimples, terra-cotta
skin — but looks can be deceiving,
Stepnova says. Inna’s father was a
liquidator, one of the people who
helped clean the Chernobyl mess. 

The girl’s left kidney is bent out
of shape. The defect has been
there since birth. By itself, a mis-
shapen kidney is not so bad, Step-
nova says, but in this case, the kid-
ney’s shape affects its function,
and Inna’s body is unable to
process waste adequately. The
condition leaves her weak and
pained.

Most children come to the radi-
ology center several times a year,
three weeks at a time, but this is
Inna’s first trip to the hospital. She
wonders how her body will
respond to treatment. “It’s too
early to judge how I feel,” she says
through a translator.

Luda Dolomyna is cute as a but-
ton and nearly as small. She’s 5.
Blond hair. Curious and playful,
she can’t sit still, she trips over
toys. She wears a vivid, yellow
sweater and is the only beacon of
brightness in the room. 

She has a chronic kidney prob-
lem called pyelonephritis, basical-
ly an infection of the kidney ducts.
Her infection won’t go away. Step-
nova thinks the condition is con-
nected to the radiation absorbed
by her parents, but there’s no med-
ical evidence to substantiate that. 

As with Inna, Luda looks
healthy. 

Oleh Zirka doesn’t. He is 15,
with a wisp of a teen-age mus-
tache. He was born in Narodichi,

“Accidents like
Chernobyl
are the price
we pay for
comfort. You
can’t expect
people to
simply stop
using electrici-
ty. It is too
late to put
the genie 
back in the
bottle.”

DR. STEPNOVA  talks bluntly about the reality of radiation sickness. “We have seen all of these diseases before. We are just seeing more of them
now. ... How it will turn out, nobody knows.”

▼

Ukraine’s growing AIDS
epidemic is quickly becoming
the country’s second-scariest
health problem, trailing only
the aftereffects of the Cher-
nobyl disaster. According to
Olena Davis, a coordinator
with a Kiev health organiza-
tion, nearly 40,000 of
Ukraine’s 49 million people
have AIDS or HIV, the virus
that causes AIDS.

HIV incidence is rising
faster in Eastern Europe and
the former Soviet Union than
anywhere else in the world,
including Africa. 

About 80 percent of
Ukrainians carrying the virus

acquired it through intra-
venous drug use. The new
capitalist economy means
new availability when it
comes to contraband nar-
cotics, Davis said. 

One AIDS expert, Valen-
tyna Steshenko, a vice presi-
dent with the National
Academy of Sciences of
Ukraine, says that by 2016,
Ukraine’s AIDS-related popula-
tion losses could reach 2.1
million people, or 7 percent
of the country’s projected
population. The World Health
Organization has called
Ukraine “the HIV epicenter of
Europe.” 

A WELL-DRESSED WOMAN walks past a woman in a wheelchair
begging on the steps to Kiev’s underground shopping mall.
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A study conduct-
ed by University
of Pittsburgh
researchers
found that there
has been no sig-
nificant increase
in cancer deaths
among the pop-
ulation living
near the Three
Mile Island
nuclear reactor
that was the site
of the nation’s
worst nuclear
accident. The
near-meltdown,
which occurred
in March 1979,
was at the Met-
ropolitan Edison
nuclear power
plant on Three
Mile Island, just
south of Harris-
burg. The report
did find a slight
increase in the
risk of lym-
phomas,
leukemia and
other blood can-
cers among men
exposed to radi-
ation released by
the accident, but
those incidences
could not be
conclusively
linked to the
Three Mile Island
plant.
(http://news.
bbc.co.uk/2/
hi/health/
2385551.stm)

◆
Nick’s home village, just a year
after the Chernobyl blast. 

Oleh’s fingers are knotty and
tangled, and he has other muscu-
lar and skeletal deformities that
can be traced to the chromosomal
level. 

When Stepnova reaches for his
hands to show them to visitors,
Oleh tries to squirm away. He
doesn’t like it when attention is
called to his hands, but Stepnova
forces the visitors to look. 

Oleh doesn’t want to be here.
He doesn’t want to talk, but he

mentions that he wishes his hands
would go away. Beyond his visible
skeletal deformities, he has
severe digestive and respiratory
problems. 

The doctors hypothesize that
Oleh’s parents, who were both liq-
uidators, absorbed radiation and
passed abnormalities on to their
son. 

But it’s impossible to say. His
condition could just as easily be
one of the chance deformities that
occur at a low level in every popu-
lation. 

But Stepnova remains con-
vinced that Chernobyl is to blame. 

“Accidents like Chernobyl are
the price we pay for comfort. You
can’t expect people to simply stop

using electricity. It is too late to
put the genie back in the bottle.”

◆

If Stepnova is an advocate for
the dying, Vitaley Kolodyazhy is
caretaker of the dead, forcing visi-
tors to confront, face to face, Cher-
nobyl’s many victims. 

Kolodyazhy, wearing a tan suit
and gold wire-rim glasses, is the
exhibits director of the Chernobyl
Ukrainian National Museum,
about 10 miles from the radiology
hospital. He’s been at the museum
since it opened in April 1992 in an
old firehall near Kiev’s Dnieper
River. 

He starts the private tour of the
museum on the darkened ground
floor at a red-and-white railroad
gate. It symbolizes the literal and
figurative barriers that prevent
refugees from ever returning to
the motherland, he says. It is as
ominous as it is imposing. 

Overhead, dozens of rectangu-
lar signs bearing the names of
each of the dead villages hang
from the ceiling — Pripyat. Cher-
nobyl. Stary Shepelchi. Dytyatki.
Parshiv. 

The roster of signs occupies 50
feet of hallway. But the sight of so
many cold, empty towns, written
in Cyrillic characters, isn’t fully
appreciated until the towns are
considered in local terms. Ship-
pingport. Midland. Ohioville.
Beaver. Rochester. Monaca. 

The first of the museum’s two
main halls is dedicated to memo-
rabilia from the explosion, hous-
ing diaries of military officials,
rescue trucks and the black-and-
white photos of thousands of liq-
uidators who met the wreckage
head-on. Many are dead,
Kolodyazhy explains. 

The men look remarkably simi-
lar — pale, expressionless, short
hair, collared shirts, dark ties. It’s
like an army of lost souls. 

In the hours after the explosion, the radioactivity 
was so intense that many of the liquidators 

worked just a single, 90-second shift cleaning 
debris from around the reactor. 

DOZENS OF SIGNS bearing the names of each of the dead villages hang from the ceiling in the Chernobyl Ukrainian National Museum.

▼

PART OF THE EXHIBIT space in the Chernobyl museum is dedicated
to artwork inspired by the disaster. Here, a mannequin stands next to
an Orthodox icon.

A WOMAN
SELLS dried
fish in an out-
door market
next to Kiev’s
train station.

Quick history lesson: Kiev is in
the north-central part of Ukraine,
on the Dnieper River. It’s one of
the oldest major cities in northern
Europe, it was a commercial cen-
ter by the fifth century and be-
came the capital of Kievan Russia
in the ninth century. 

The city was invaded by
Mongols in 1240, became part of
Lithuania in the 14th century, be-
came part of the Russian empire
in 1686, and was ceded to the
U.S.S.R. in 1920. Its population is
about 2.6 million. 

◆

It’s tough to find a restaurant,
even among those that cater to
English-speaking tourists, that

doesn’t serve chunks of lard as an
entree or an appetizer. Pig fat,
called “salo,” is considered a deli-
cacy in Ukraine. By itself, it’s kind
of bland, but usually you’ll find it
dressed up a bit — fried, spiced,
boiled, smoked or served raw on
a cracker. 

From a cholesterol standpoint,
it’s kind of an alarming tradition,
but you get used to it. 

Borscht, a heavy soup made
with beets and meat, is also
served in just about every restau-
rant, whether it’s a fancy diner or
a fast-food cafe. 

As with chili, every borscht
recipe is different, and you’re
bound to find one that you like.
Clif found several.
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Potassium iodide
(KI) pills, the
same pills being
distributed to
those living with-
in a 10-mile
radius of the
Beaver Valley
Power Station in
Shippingport,
were also distrib-
uted to some
people in the
Pripyat area of
Ukraine after the
Chernobyl melt-
down. There is
little evidence
pointing to the
number of KI
doses distrib-
uted, or the size
of the Soviet
stockpile at the
time, but Ameri-
can manufactur-
ers of the drug
— including
Anbex Inc., the
company mak-
ing the doses
being distributed
in Pennsylvania
— maintain that
the thyroid can-
cer rate among
former Pripyat
residents is
lower than the
rate in other
regions of
Ukraine.

A Food and
Drug Administra-
tion study
released in
November 2001
suggests that
the 10.5 million
KI pills distrib-
uted in Poland
immediately
after the Cher-
nobyl accident
may have
helped to pre-
vent cases of
childhood thy-
roid cancer.
(www.fda.gov/
cder/guidance/
4825fnl.htm)

◆

The second hall is dedicated to
the children of Chernobyl. In glass
cases along the wall, there are
grisly photos of mutated human
fetuses, children born without
legs, children whose bodies are so
utterly deformed and useless that
they’ll lie in beds from the day
they’re born until the day they die.

And on the far wall of the sec-
ond hall there are hundreds of
black-and-white photos of perfect-
ly healthy children, some born in
Kiev, some born closer to the
Dead Zone. “Kids are a symbol of
life,” Kolodyazhy says, smiling
lightly, pacing slowly. “Children
are our future.”

He believes healthy children
are the rule, not the exception, but
that’s no reason to ignore the thou-
sands of children and adults
whose health has been affected by
the invisible radiation. 

He doubts seriously that the
health effects of Chernobyl have
been exaggerated. He knows too
much about the events of April 26,
1986, to believe otherwise.

The days after the explosion
were unseasonably warm,
Kolodyazhy says. After months of
cold, the tepid spring air was
blowing in from the Crimea
region. Even as the radioactive
cloud was swirling north to
Belarus, then south to Kiev, kids
were playing soccer, running

around in short-sleeved shirts. 
Restaurants were brimming

with hungry customers. 
Outdoor groceries were filled

with shoppers. 
Mothers were planting their

spring gardens. 
All around Ukraine, cities were

making preparations for outdoor
May Day celebrations.

Most of the people were
unaware of the radioactive
specter that was closing in on
them, Kolodyazhy says. “I find it
impossible to believe that many of
these people weren’t sickened,
regardless of what some scientists
say.” 

He also points to the liquidators
— because it was so warm in the
days after the explosion, many of
them opted to wear little protec-
tive clothing. 

The museum has the eerie,
bluish videos to document that.
Kolodyazhy hits the “play” button
on a large, early-model VCR. A
dozen men, followed by someone
carrying a video camera, are wear-
ing gloves, shirts, heavy pants, a
dosimeter to measure radiation
exposure, and masks. They
emerge from a dark hallway and
head into the guts of the reactor
core.

In the hours after the explosion,
the radioactivity was so intense
that many of the liquidators

worked just a single, 90-second
shift cleaning debris from around
the reactor. 

The workers in the video are
armed with shovels. They clear
chunks of debris, concentrating on
the most dangerous rubble first —
larger bits of graphite, white-hot
uranium, plutonium rods. 

A minute-and-a-half later, it’s
over. They shuffle back into the
access hallway. They leave Cher-
nobyl on a bus, and they never
return. A 90-second tour of duty. 

Kolodyazhy turns the television
off, continuing with his tour and
ticking off a list of likely casual-
ties: 

For 12 hours a day, thousands of
people who lived in the now-aban-
doned area were forced by armed
guards to load sand onto heli-
copters, which then dumped the
sand onto the reactor to absorb
radiation. Many of these men and
women were sickened, he says. 

Most of the 200 or so firefighters
who initially responded to the
blast thought they were fighting a
conventional fire, not a radioac-
tive one.

“They didn’t have a clue,” he
says. “There was a Soviet myth of
safety. They kept telling us, safety,
safety, safety.” 

And in order to seal the bottom
of the reactor and prevent
radioactive waste from leaking

into the ground, a platoon of coal
miners was recruited to dig a tun-
nel from the outskirts of the
nuclear complex to a spot directly
beneath the reactor, then build a
shield. 

It was too hot in the tunnel for
protective clothes, Kolodyazhy
says. Again, the museum has silent
videos documenting this: Miners
wearing nothing but T-shirts, work
pants and gas masks hop into
small rail cars, then dive fearless-
ly into the milelong chasm. 

The presumed casualties among
these groups don’t even scratch
the surface, Kolodyazhy says.
Chernobyl’s looming presence has
caused countless alcoholism-relat-
ed deaths. There have been thou-
sands of suicides, mostly among
depressed young men who lost
their jobs or were forced from
their homes. 

And between 100,000 and
200,000 European women have
had abortions out of fear of having
“nuclear babies,” he says. 

“Chernobyl has killed more
than just liquidators and firefight-
ers,” he says. “Many innocents.” 

And let’s not forget about the
thousands who claim to suffer
daily from Chernobyl’s side effects
but are not counted on any official
list of casualties, he says. 

Natasha Rubanova, a 38-year-
old former Chernobyl librarian, is

Most of the 200 or so firefighters who initially responded
to the blast thought they were fighting a conventional
fire, not a radioactive one. “They didn’t have a clue.”

VITALEY KOLODYAZHY, exhibit director at the Chernobyl Museum, points to a photograph taken of reactor No. 4 the day after the explosion.
Lining the walls of the exhibit are 6,000 pictures of some of the estimated 600,000 liquidators — the people who put out the fire and cleaned  up
the radioactive waste.

▼

The generosity of Ukrainian
people was humbling and em-
barrassing. People who owned
next to nothing were willing to
share what little they had with
perfect strangers. 

Once, Clif and I left a rural
hut carrying a 2-pound sack of
roasted pumpkinseeds. On
many other occasions, we
were invited into homes for
coffee, tea, pastries and din-
ner. 

It’s an awkward thing, ac-
cepting gifts and food from

people who have so little, but
they’re insulted if you turn
down their offer, so it’s better
to accept their gifts with a
smile on your face. After Clif
and I figured things out, we
started bringing presents of
our own — chocolates, col-
ored pencils and watercolor
paints for the kids, those sorts
of things.

If we came empty-handed,
and our host was especially
poor, sometimes we just of-
fered cash. 

A PUPPY
STAYS in his
box next to a
small can for
donations. A
gypsy boy
trained him to
lie still and look
pitiful.
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NUCLEAR
FACTS
The world’s first
major nuclear
accident hap-
pened at the
Windscale pluto-
nium production
plant in the Unit-
ed Kingdom.
The radioactive
fire — not a
meltdown —
started on Oct.
7, 1957, and
broiled for near-
ly five days. Dur-
ing the fire,
radioactive
iodine, xenon
and krypton
were released
into the atmos-
phere. For 44
days, people liv-
ing in the conta-
minated areas
near the plant,
an area of about
200 square
miles, weren’t
allowed to use
locally manufac-
tured dairy prod-
ucts.

◆

In 1998, a Den-
mark film com-
pany won an
award for pro-
ducing a docu-
mentary that
suggests the
Chernobyl melt-
down may have
been caused, in
part, by an
earthquake. The
documentary,
called “The
Secret Factor,”
hypothesizes
that the Cher-
nobyl No. 4
reactor, because
it was built on
an unstable tec-
tonic fault, was
thrown out of
whack seconds
after the earth-
quake hit. Russ-
ian, Lithuanian
and Western sci-
entists said an
earthquake mea-
suring between
3.0 and 4.0 on
the Richter scale
happened just
22 seconds
before the Cher-
nobyl reactor
exploded.
(www.
junkscience.com
/news2/
cherquak.htm)

◆

one of them. She was among the
thousands of nonsoldiers forced to
load sandbags onto helicopters. 

Today, she’s standing outside
the Kiev radiology center beside a
weeping willow with branches
drooping so low they nearly kiss
the grass. She comes to the hospi-
tal once a year when her daughter,
who has heart problems, receives
treatment. 

She recounts her days as a liq-
uidator.

“They were not selective in
drafting,” she says. “Everyone was
chosen. We wore nothing protec-
tive. Just barehanded.”

Starting April 29, 1986, she spent
12 hours a day loading sandbags at
one of several landing pads set up
around the plant. When the irradi-
ated helicopters landed and took
off, they kicked up spectacular
clouds of dust. Rubanova inhaled
the dust. It got in her clothes. It
was in her hair. 

She was 22. Rubanova says she
was never briefed on the danger
the recruits might be facing, but
she was aware of the unseen dan-
ger. Everybody living in the village
of Chernobyl had friends or rela-
tives who worked at the plant, and
it was only a matter of time before
word of the explosion’s true gravi-
ty worked its way through the
grapevine.

Even though she suspected the
risk, she could not leave. The peo-
ple loading sand had essentially
been quarantined. After other res-

idents were evacuated, traffic in
and out of the village was halted.
“There was no way out. Take it or
leave it. We were surrounded by
guards every minute. Our phone
lines were cut off. It was perfect
insulation.”

On May 5, she was allowed to
leave the Dead Zone, but only
after she started bleeding from the
mouth and nose and passed out
several times on the job. 

By this time, she had a deep
suntan, all over her body, even in
the spots covered by clothing. She
says the tan was caused by the
radiation that saturated her skin. 

Her neck was swollen like a
bodybuilder’s because her thyroid
gland was trying to flush the radia-
tion from her body. Her voice
deepened by an octave, she says. 

Today, Rubanova looks well.
She wears stylish leather boots,
has slight crow’s-feet at the cor-
ners of her eyes and is quick to
laugh. 

She suggests that her health has
changed for the worse since her
days as a liquidator, but she is eva-
sive when asked about her specif-
ic illnesses. 

She says only that she has
“blood problems” and that her 8-

year-old daughter, Yana, has heart
trouble. When she was 4, Yana had
surgery at the Amosov Cardiology
Clinic in Kiev to repair a fissure
between the heart’s chambers. 

Rubanova blames the radiation,
but there’s virtually no way to
determine whether there’s a defi-
nite link between the Chernobyl
accident and any incidence of
heart problems, just as there’s
almost no way to prove a link
between a specific source of radia-
tion and a particular cancer.

That’s what makes counting
Chernobyl’s victims such a daunt-
ing task, both for today’s scientists
and those who, in the decades to
come, may try to answer the ques-
tion: 

What is the true health cost of
the Chernobyl meltdown? 

Only one thing is certain. It is a
toll that will not be fully calculat-
ed for generations, and probably
not even then.

Rubanova’s story is finished.
She steps into her car and drives
off, leaving the hospital behind
her. 

Inside, Stepnova, the doctor, is
nearing the end of another long
shift. 

The children are sinking into
couch cushions, watching televi-
sion. 

Young Nick is lying in his bed,
alone, under a thin, pale sheet,
staring toward the ceiling.

Soon, he’ll be one of the pic-
tures on the museum’s wall. 

RUBANOVA’S DAUGHTER, now 8, was born with a heart defect
that required surgery when she was 4.

NATASHA RUBANOVA WAS ONE of thousands of Ukrainians to be forced to load sandbags onto helicopters in the days following the Chernobyl
disaster. She was allowed to leave the Dead Zone after she started bleeding from the mouth and nose.

■

“There was no way out. Take it or leave it. 
We were surrounded by guards every minute.”

Kiev’s skyline is a bland one, most-
ly a series of uncreative high-rises
broken up by the occasional cathe-
dral. But in a military park along the
river, you’ll find Ukraine’s towering
answer to the Statue of Liberty —
they call their version the “Iron
Lady.” She’s about 300 feet tall,
weighs 50 tons and carries an enor-
mous sword. 

She’s the most impressive monu-
ment in the city’s World War II muse-
um. The Iron Lady’s formal name is
the Defense of the Motherland
Monument, by the way. 

The statue was a gift from Russia,

and she’s actually made out of titani-
um, not iron. 

◆

It’s not a stretch to say the drivers
in Kiev are homicidal. Worse than
Boston’s or New York’s. The cross-
walks, it would appear, are purely
decorative. 

The situation in the Ukraine is
worsened by the fact that many of
the so-called roads are shredded
cobblestone or gravel lanes. 

Potholes are as prevalent here as
they are in Pittsburgh, and many of
the roads don’t have lights. 

KIEV’S IRON
LADY stands
guard over the
city in a park
near the Dnieper
River. The statue,
which is actually
made of titani-
um, was a gift to
Ukraine from the
people of Russia.
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NUCLEAR
FACTS
Between 1986
and 1991, when
the Soviet Union
dissolved, more
than $18 billion
was spent on
Chernobyl-relat-
ed rehabilitation
programs. About
35 percent of
that money
went to social
assistance pro-
grams, which
provide food,
medical cover-
age and other
benefits for evac-
uees. About 17
percent of that
was spent on
relocation. 
Because radiolo-
gy is such an
inexact science,
and because it’s
nearly impossi-
ble to prove a
causal link
between an ill-
ness and a
radioactive
source, the for-
mer Soviet
Union handed
out benefits lib-
erally, essentially
compensating
exposure to risk,
rather than actu-
al injury.
When the USSR
dissolved, pay-
ments on those
guaranteed ben-
efits were inher-
ited by the
Ukrainian gov-
ernment. Local
politicians took
up the issue of
Chernobyl on
their con-
stituents’ behalf,
pressing the
national govern-
ment to keep
the benefits
intact. 
Depending on
how sick or
injured a “Cher-
nobyl invalid” is,
he may be enti-
tled to any num-
ber of benefits,
including tax
breaks, free
admission to uni-
versities, free
housing and
property conta-
mination com-
pensation. There
are more than
50 possible ben-
efits. The grow-
ing numbers
have led to an
aggregate $150
billion drain on
the Ukrainian
national budget. 

◆

“I scattered them with a whirlwind among all the
nations, where they were strangers. The land was left so
desolate behind them that no one could come or go.” 

Zechariah 7:14

It didn’t take long for the
United Nations’ 2002 report on
the aftermath of the Chernobyl
disaster to cause an international
stir.

Days after the report, titled
“Human Consequences of the
Chernobyl Nuclear Accident: A
Strategy for Recovery,” was re-
leased in draft form, a British
weekly magazine called The
Observer published an article
headlined, “The Myth of
Chernobyl Suffering Exposed.” 

The article suggested that “the

biggest damage to health has
come from hypochondria and
well-meaning but misguided at-
tempts to help people,” some-
thing that the report never ex-
plicitly claimed. 

The story went on to summa-
rize the key points of the
Chernobyl report, but the blar-
ing headline is what captured
the attention of readers from the
United Kingdom to Ukraine.
Immediately, the United Nations
refuted the headline:

“We in the U.N. office in

Belarus do not consider the ef-
fects of Chernobyl to be a myth,
nor does the team (that) has
been working on the draft. … It
is dismaying to see an article
from a London newspaper (that)
selectively quoted from a prelimi-
nary incomplete version of the
report.” 

But in the end, the article was
useful, the United Nations says,
in bringing to light possible solu-
tions to Chernobyl’s continuing
and complex problems. 

There are still lessons to be

learned from Chernobyl, not the
least of which is a lesson that
won’t be taught for decades —
the lesson of whether northern
Ukraine, as well as Belarus and
southwest Russia, can rebound
from the disaster, the report
says. 

The first step is determining
the safety of condemned land,
then bringing it back into eco-
nomic use, something that
would be a “powerful marker in
the process of recovery for (both)
potential investors and in terms

of the psychology of the commu-
nities concerned.”

Beyond that, the U.N. wish list
is a mile long. It asks for:

■ Wide reform to the welfare
provisions that have been doled
out for a decade and a half. 

■ Financial support and tax
breaks for small- and medium-
sized businesses willing to take a
chance on the contaminated
land. 

■ The creation of reliable cred-
it unions so poor people can
save, and earn interest upon,

THE VILLAGE OF MARYANIVKA, 60 miles southwest of Kiev, is populated by people of three villages evacuated from the Dead Zone. 

Strange land
Strangers in a

In the frigid community center,
Valentina Bondarovska rises
from her chair and begins her

impassioned speech. 
She starts smacking her fist on

the table. She is telling residents
from the tiny refugee village of
Maryanivka that complacency is
their enemy. If they want their sit-
uation to change, they must orga-
nize and exorcise the ghost that
tortures them.

Moping gets the community
nowhere, she says, turning her
head of unruly burgundy hair left
and right as she looks at the room-
ful of villagers. 

She continues along this rabble-
rousing path for several minutes.

Translator Igor Yatsenko shakes
his head and leans back in his
chair. In English, he says under
his breath: “If I were them, I
would say to Valentina, ‘Try living
here. It’s not so easy.’ ”

Bondarovska, a headstrong, 60-
something woman, is a psycholo-
gist and director of a local human-
itarian aid center. She wages a
daily battle against the mental
impact of the Chernobyl ghost
that, 16 years after its release, still
haunts the hundreds of thousands
who tried to escape its reach. It’s a
battle, she worries privately, that
perhaps cannot be won. 

Maryanivka is a small farming
town 60 miles southwest of Kiev,

Ukraine’s capital. The entire town,
built in a two-month rush during
the summer of 1986, is populated
by refugees from evacuated Stary
Shepelchi and the nearby villages
of Parshiv and Banivka. 

Those villages are now aban-
doned, located in the cordoned-off
“Dead Zone” that surrounds the
now-decommissioned nuclear
complex.

Maryanivka’s community center
has no central heating system.
Everyone is wearing a coat, hud-
dled around a long, particleboard
table. On the day of Bondarovska’s
visit, everyone has brought fruits,
candies, cookies, tea and bottled
water to share.

“It’s been a hard life,” says
Petro Kozytsky, who is seated at
the head of the table. “A good deal
of us are unemployed, no money,
nothing to do. It’s been 16 years
and people still complain.” 

The town is relatively old, he
says — many of the youngsters,
with marketable skills, escaped to
Kiev and stayed there after their
evacuation. But all of the old-
timers ended up in Maryanivka. 

Kozytsky, horseshoe-jawed and
muscular though in his late 50s, is
head of the village council. On this
day, he wears his best blue blazer
and shiniest shoes. It’s his hope,
and the hope of the other dozen
people gathered in the community ▼

▼
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NUCLEAR
FACTS

Beaver County’s
current nuclear
evacuation plan,
which includes
all towns within
a 10-mile radius
of Shippingport,
has been in
place since
1980, with few
changes since
then. Previously,
the plan called
for the evacua-
tion of all towns
within five miles
of the plant. But
the March 1979
accident at
Three Mile Island
prompted the
Pennsylvania
Emergency Man-
agement Agency
to order all
counties that are
home to a
nuclear plant to
revamp their
evacuation
plans. 
In the event of a
large-scale
nuclear accident
at Shippingport,
Beaver County,
Ohio and West
Virginia resi-
dents would be
notified by the
Emergency
Broadcast Sys-
tem via televi-
sion and radio,
and by the
emergency alert
siren, which sig-
nals a disaster
using a steady,
three-minute
tone. Specific
evacuation
routes would be
announced by
the EBS. 

◆

what little money they have. 
■ The reopening of some of

the abandoned schools in the
northern part of the country. 

■ Concentrating resources on
the services that have the great-
est effect on life expectancy and
general welfare, including health
care, education, clean water and
economic development.

And it asks the entire planet to
get involved. 

“The rest of the world has an
important practical interest in re-
maining involved with the issue

of Chernobyl,” the report says.
“The interest not only con-

cerns the safety of the complex
itself, but also the knowledge
that can be gained about the
long-term effects of the radioac-
tive fallout on health, and about
the difficult issues of disaster
management involved in post-
accident response.” 

The report also warns that
populations in Belarus, Russia
and Ukraine will “continue to ex-
perience general decline unless
significant new measures are

adopted to address health, the
environment and joblessness.”

In the end, it concludes that
much of what ails northern
Ukraine — terrible poverty, lack
of education, depression, malnu-
trition, alcoholism — can be vast-
ly mitigated in 10 years if only
the people of the region can be
persuaded to toss away the
shackles of fatalism and depen-
dency. 

“The aim must be to help indi-
viduals take control of their own
lives and communities to take

control of their futures,” the re-
port says.

So far, the report has done lit-
tle to spur new recovery plans in
the Chernobyl area. 

The full report, all 75 pages of
it, was compiled prior to the
Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks
and was commissioned by the
United Nations, the United
Nations Development Program
and the U.N.’s Children’s Fund. It
can be viewed online at
www.unicef.org/newsline/02
chernobylstudy.htm. 

“The aim must be to
help individuals take
control of their own
lives and communities
to take control of their
futures.”

center, that by opening their arms
to Bondarovska and visiting Amer-
icans, the town may be able to
chase away Chernobyl’s ghost. 

This is the most exciting thing to
happen in Maryanivka in 16 long
years, Yatsenko explains.

Some Westerners argue that the
world pays too much attention to
the Chernobyl blast and the
region’s fate. But for all that has
been written about Chernobyl
over the last decade and a half, for
all the foreign journalists, doctors
and scientists who have visited
one village or another to shoot
documentaries or conduct tests,
there are literally dozens of towns
that have never been visited. 

Maryanivka is one of those for-
gotten places. Never once has a
foreigner set foot in their town.
“We feel completely abandoned,”
by government and by God, Kozyt-
sky says.

They are close to the developed
world — just an hour or so to Kiev
— but the real distance is better
measured not by the gap in miles,
but in standard of living. People
here survive on less than $10 a
week. In downtown Kiev, some
apartments cost $2,000 a month or
more. 

The villagers are shy at first. But
once Kozytsky starts talking, his
baritone voice filling the hall, the
rest of the group follows suit. They
all shout at once.

“The authorities don’t care,”
says Irina Kharchenko, chair-
woman of the local women’s orga-

nization. 
“If we could, we would live any-

where but here. But it takes
money to move,” says Polina
Fishenko, secretary of the village
council.

“We hold hope, deep in our
hearts, that we will be able to
return” to the Dead Zone, says
Svetlana Olshevska, who is unem-
ployed and losing hope quickly.

Many of the 840 people living in
Maryanivka think the land in the
evacuated Dead Zone is safe
enough to inhabit and would glad-
ly move back if the government
would let them. Others disagree

and would never return, but are
dissatisfied with life in Maryaniv-
ka, just the same. 

◆

After her soliloquy, Bondarovs-
ka stays behind at the community
center and finishes her cup of cof-
fee. Yatsenko ventures into the vil-
lage to visit with some of the
refugees who fled their ancestral
homes. 

His first stop is Vira
Boudarenko’s house. Once,
Boudarenko was the prettiest girl
in town. Her pale blue eyes shine
like sunlight on the water. Her

smile, rare as it is, bursts across
her face like fireworks. If she’d
been born in Texas, she could
have been prom queen. 

But she was born near tiny Stary
Shepelchi, three miles north of
Chernobyl. The village was vacat-
ed starting three days after the
April 26, 1986, explosion at Cher-
nobyl’s nuclear power plant. The
evacuation lasted more than a
week. 

She was a sixth-grader when the
plant’s No. 4 reactor flipped its
protective steel lid like a nickel,
spewing tons of nuclear fuel into
the atmosphere above Ukraine,
Belarus and Russia. It was like a
bomb going off, she says. 

Soviet authorities told Boudar-
enko and her family that the evac-
uation would be only a temporary
one. They’d return to their homes
in three days or so. Take only what
is necessary — a change of clothes,
some food, some important
papers, that’s all. 

The move, she learned weeks
later, wasn’t temporary. Chernobyl
had stolen her childhood home.

“This home is much smaller
than the old one,” Boudarenko
says, embarrassed and blushing
slightly. She trains her eyes on the
bare floor. 

She and her husband, Illya,
have a telephone at least, which is
rare for this part of Ukraine, but
necessary for this family. Their
younger son, 8-year-old Sergei,
had heart surgery two years ago to
fix an aortic leak, and every three

“If we could, we would live anywhere but here. 
But it takes money to move.”

ANDRE BOUDARENKO, 12, stands in the middle of the street in front of his parents’ home in Maryanivka, Ukraine. Andre’s mother, Vira, was a
sixth-grader living just a few miles from the Chernobyl power plant at the time of the explosion. Andre is retarded. His 8-year-old brother, Sergei,
has heart problems. His mother is pregnant with her third child.

VIRA BOUDARENKO’S family lives off the government benefits her
children receive as Chernobyl invalids, which amount to about $60 a
month.

▼

■
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NUCLEAR
FACTS

Experts are divid-
ed on whether
American
nuclear plants
are in al-Qaida’s
crosshairs. Cur-
rent and former
intelligence offi-
cials insist that
the plants are
potential targets,
according to an
October article
in The New York
Times. But many
inside the
nuclear industry
don’t believe the
threat to Ameri-
can plants is
real, and say the
country’s securi-
ty would be bet-
ter served if intel-
ligence officials
would concen-
trate their efforts
on potential tar-
gets that are
more vulnerable,
such as water
sources, chemi-
cal plants and
sports stadiums. 

◆

Earlier this year,
the FBI sent this
warning to all
American
nuclear plants:
“During debrief-
ings of an al-
Qaida senior
operative, he
stated there
would be a sec-
ond airline
attack in the
United States.
The attack was
already planned
and three indi-
viduals were on
the ground in
the states recruit-
ing non-Arabs to
take part in the
attack … The
plan was to fly a
commercial air-
craft into a
nuclear power
plant to be cho-
sen by a team
on the ground.”

◆

Many scientists
think that it
would be nearly
impossible for a
terrorist to cause
a meltdown by
hijacking a plane
and crashing it
into a nuclear
reactor. Ameri-
can reactors are
protected by a 4-
or 5-foot-thick
concrete-and-
steel wall that is
virtually impene-
trable, even to
jet planes
approaching
speeds of 500
mph, according
to the Nuclear
Regulatory Com-
mission. 

◆

Best Ukrainian vodkas:
Perlova, Kiev Star, Golden
Gate and Soyuz Viktan, com-
monly referred to by its ini-
tials, SV. It’s a myth that
Eastern European vodkas are
especially potent — most vod-
kas are bottled at 40 percent
alcohol by volume, standard
for almost all l iquors. But
watch out for the bootleg
stuff. 

The Ukrainian word for
vodka is “horilka,” which is de-
rived from the Ukrainian verb
“hority,” or “to burn.” The verb
refers to the fact that some
vodkas are flammable, not to
the burning sensation you get
when you swallow it. 

◆

In some ways, Kiev is more
progressive than Penn-
sylvania. For example, you
can buy beer, vodka and
wine all in one store. Also, the
open-container laws don’t ap-
ply in the Ukraine, and in fact,
many street kiosks sell cold
beer as well as Coca-Cola. 

On the down side, in Kiev,
you’ll see a lot more drunks
passed out on sidewalks and
lying in pools of their own
spittle than you do in
Pennsylvania. 

◆

By the way, Eastern Europe
is one of a quickly dwindling
number of places on Earth
where you can still readily find
Coca-Cola in a glass bottle. 

And yeah, it really does
taste better. 

◆

On Saturday nights, a half-
mile section of Kiev’s main
thoroughfare, Kreshchatyk
Boulevard, closes to vehicles
and becomes a pedestrian
walkway, drawing thousands
of shoppers, musicians, jug-
glers, skateboarders, stand-up
comedians, vendors and
street magicians. The most
popular musical acts can draw
crowds of several hundred lis-
teners, often teen-agers and
young adults, who dance and
drink Ukrainian beer from
dusk until well after midnight. 

months he visits a medical center
near Kiev. 

His parents need the phone to
keep in touch with doctors. 

The older son, Andre, 12, is
mentally retarded. Outside the
family hut, he’s riding his bicycle
in circles on the muddy road, hum-
ming a made-up tune. 

He’s in a world of his own. 
And Boudarenko is pregnant

again. Her belly is like a ripe
melon. The newest member of the
family will be here by January. 

“It took us three years to receive
Chernobyl invalid status for
Andre,” Boudarenko says. Both
children have been designated
Chernobyl invalids, meaning they
have health conditions that are
presumed to be linked to Cher-
nobyl’s radioactive fallout. That
makes them eligible for govern-
ment-sponsored health benefits
and monthly stipends of $30 each.

Right now, it’s the family’s only
source of income. 

Relative to their neighbors,
Boudarenko and her husband had
it good for a while after the explo-

sion. Until 1991, Illya had a job
with Chernobyl’s firefighting
brigade. But after a fire that
closed Chernobyl’s No. 2 reactor,

the brigade was disbanded, and
Illya lost his job. 

He hasn’t had one since. 
There’s nowhere to work in

town. There’s nowhere to work
immediately outside town. He
doesn’t have a car. What can he
do? Take a horse to Kiev, where
all the jobs are?

Boudarenko blames every
financial crisis and health calami-
ty that has befallen her family on
the Chernobyl accident. 

“It’s just so hard,” she says, the
stiff autumn wind battering her
ramshackle home. She looks as if
she wants to cry. She looks much
older than 29. She looks tired of
life. “It’s just so hard.”

Nina Krapel’s home is a short,
dirty walk from Boudarenko’s.
Krapel’s home is larger, but not by
much. There’s no grass in the back
yard, only mud and an outhouse, a
feature common to all homes in
this village. A small painting of
Mary and Jesus hangs in the west
corner of the living room. Another
painting, just Jesus this time,
hangs above the sofa. 

Krapel’s family lives in one of
the 300 or so one-story, three- or
four-room homes built for the
evacuees in summer 1986. The

LADIES FROM THE VILLAGE OF MARYANIVKA wait to speak to Western journalists in the community center. From left are: Svetlana Olshevska,
unemployed; Svetlana Tsurkam, who makes fur hats; Nina Krapel, retired; Tatyana Puty, the village’s technical employee; Vira Boudarenko, former
cook at Chernobyl, now unemployed; Lesya Belenok, housekeeper; and Tatyana Potapenko, unemployed.

WHEN A NEW PUBLIC BUILDING goes up in Ukraine, an Orthodox cathedral is also
built nearby. So, when the new portion of the Kiev train station opened, so did a new
cathedral across the street. Unfortunately, the church has no congregation.

“I gave birth to a baby a month prior to the tragedy. 
After the explosion, nobody informed us. We really 

didn’t know what happened for three days. 
We unnecessarily exposed a month-old boy.”

PETRO KOZYTSKY, head of the Maryanivka village council, talks
about the problems the town faces. Beside him are Polina Fischenko,
council secretary, and resident Svetlana Olshevska.

▼
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NUCLEAR
FACTS
Of all of the peo-
ple who have
owed their liveli-
hood to the
Chernobyl explo-
sion — guards,
tour guides, radi-
ologists, muse-
um curators —
perhaps Lyubov
Sirota’s job was
the most inter-
esting. Before
April 26, 1986,
she’d never writ-
ten a poem.
Afterward, that’s
all she did. In
the days that fol-
lowed the explo-
sion, Sirota and
her son — who
lived in Pripyat
— grew ill from
radioactive expo-
sure. She began
writing poems
as an outlet for
her anger and
grief, and col-
lected them in a
book titled “Bur-
den.” Parts of
the poetry col-
lection can be
read online at:
www.wsu.edu/
~brians/
chernobyl_poems
/chernobyl_index
.html.

But the hour will
pass.
Abandoned by
dreams,
the orphaned
houses
whose windows
have gone
insane
will freeze and
bid us farewell.

Her poems have
been published
all over the
world. The
poem “radiopho-
bia” was pub-
lished in a 1992
issue of the Jour-
nal of the Ameri-
can Medical
Association, and
another was
published in
New York Quar-
terly. Soon after,
she embarked
on a worldwide
speaking tour.
Today, Sirota suf-
fers from
cataracts and
rarely leaves her
Kiev home. 

◆

homes went up quickly, and only
16 years later, many of them are
falling apart — holes in the walls,
cracks in the foundation, precious
heat escaping outdoors. Once
autumn comes, Krapel, 42, wears a
heavy coat all hours of the day,
even while sleeping. 

The homes are impossible to
maintain, she says, especially
without money. 

Her husband, Alexandre, 40 and
unemployed, needs a heart opera-
tion. The family, of course, blames
Chernobyl for his condition. 

“To handle that operation, we’d
have to sell everything. Our cattle,
our house,” Krapel says. The oper-
ation would cost $5,000. 

Krapel’s husband was a liquida-
tor, one of nearly 600,000 Ukraini-
ans who fought the fires and
cleaned the radioactive debris
from the Chernobyl complex over
the next three years after the
blast. 

“I gave birth to a baby a month
prior to the tragedy,” she says
sadly. “After the explosion,
nobody informed us. We really
didn’t know what happened for
three days. We unnecessarily
exposed a month-old boy.”

That boy, 16-year-old Vitaly, is
now starting 10th grade at the
local high school. He also has
heart problems. The family
blames Chernobyl. They say the
heart problem — an unusual
arrhythmia — could have been
avoided if they’d known about the
severity of the accident a few days
sooner. 

If only they’d been able to get
their hands on the New York

Times, which ran a lengthy story
about the explosion and its lethal
ramifications: “Soviet Announces
Nuclear Accident at Electric
Plant.” The story had a Moscow
dateline and was written April 28. 

But in the local, government-
controlled newspaper, there was
just a blurb about the accident
and subsequent fire. It ran on
April 29, just one paragraph long.
For three days, the accident had
been concealed from most of the
people living in the Dead Zone,
while sons and daughters of elite
government workers were being
whisked out of town by private
transport. 

Krapel has five children. Four
of them still live in the family
home, which has two bedrooms.
The oldest daughter married this
summer and left home. She has yet
to return for a visit.

Olena, the only daughter
remaining at home, is 15 and beau-
tiful, with dangling blond bangs
that frame her face. She pokes her
head into the kitchen to see the
group of visitors now congregating
there. She grins and stares. She’s
never seen a real, live, breathing
foreigner before.

But they are all over the walls of
the bedroom she shares with a
brother. A Britney Spears poster
hangs on one wall. On another,
there is a Ricky Martin poster. 

In the other bedroom, one of the
beds is built into a cubbyhole that
rests on top of the furnace oven.
It’s the warmest spot in the house,
and the boys take turns sleeping
here. During daylight hours, the
spot is used to dry grain and seeds

so that they may be used for bak-
ing. 

“The building we left behind
was bigger,” Krapel says. “We
built it on our own. It had taken us
six years.” Then the home was
lost. 

She preferred living in the old
village, she says. “We had better
soil. Better for growing vegetables
in the back yard.” 

This home is built on swampy
clay, she explains. 

“Nothing can survive for long
here.”

◆

Two days later, Bondarovska
visits Kiev’s east end, the modern
part of the city. For visitors trying
to get around, as well as anyone
with more than a passing interest
in architecture, the east end is an
atrocity. There are hundreds of
drab, concrete-and-stucco apart-
ment high-rises, each one identi-
cal to and indistinguishable from
its neighbor. 

But one, by virtue of its inhabi-
tants, is much different. It is home
to 1,700 Chernobyl-area refugees.
They moved here in late 1986, and
all are classified as Chernobyl
invalids. Under Ukrainian law,
they are entitled to certain bene-
fits, such as monthly stipends,
medical care and free apartments,
Bondarovska explains. 

Bondarovska is pinned against
the back wall of the dim, musty
elevator lurching and creaking its
way to the eighth floor. This is
where she finds Tatyana Demi-
denko’s apartment. 

Blankets hang on the apartment

Some of Kiev’s most breathtaking cathe-
drals were razed or neglected during the
Soviet occupation, but since 1991, many
have been tediously restored and reopened
as museums or for public worship. St.
Andrew’s Cathedral, at the top of a cobble-
stone hill called Starokyivskaya’s Descent, is
one of those cathedrals. 

Built in the 1700s, the church was de-
signed in the baroque style, its sky-blue fa-
cade topped by one main blue-and-gold ro-
tunda and five onion-shaped cupolas.
Formerly, it was a Russian Orthodox
church, but now it’s a museum owned and
run by the state. 

St. Andrew is the patron saint of Ukraine.
Legend has it Andrew sailed via the Dnieper
River from the Black Sea to the hills where
Kiev now stands, planted a cross in the
ground and announced, to no one in par-
ticular, that the hills would eventually give
rise to a great, royal city. 

THE TOWERS OF
ST. ANDREW’S
CATHEDRAL rise
proudly above Kiev.
The church was
restored after the col-
lapse of the U.S.S.R.
and is now a muse-
um owned and oper-
ated by the state.

For three
days, the

accident was
concealed

from the
people living
in the Dead
Zone, while
children of

elite govern-
ment work-

ers were
being

whisked out
of town. 

ONE OF NINA KRAPEL’S children peeks from beneath a shawl in a display on Krapel’s wall in her Maryanivka home.

▼
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NUCLEAR
FACTS

For a while,
America was
kicking around
the idea of
something called
Patriots Day,
which would
allow the coun-
try to honor the
heroes of the
Sept. 11, 2001,
terrorist attacks.
Ukrainians
already have
their own Patri-
ots Day — but
they call it Cher-
nobyl Day. All
over the coun-
try, people thank
the firefighters,
soldiers and
cleanup workers
who gave their
lives and risked
their well-being.
The commemo-
rative holiday is
observed each
year on April 26. 

◆

Since 1994, the
Ukrainian gov-
ernment and
various charita-
ble organiza-
tions have been
paying for
“health improve-
ment holidays”
for adults and
children who
were displaced
by the Cher-
nobyl explosion
or still live on
contaminated
land. Hundreds
of thousands of
children, and
their parents, are
eligible for the
monthlong holi-
day. Sometimes,
the children visit
a summer camp.
Sometimes, they
are shipped off
to other coun-
tries, such as the
United States.
Belarus also
offers health hol-
idays. In Belarus,
if the govern-
ment cannot
provide holiday
accommodation,
it must reim-
burse the fami-
lies if they
choose to take a
vacation on their
own. 

◆

The folks who live in Kiev
would tell you that the Dnieper
River — also referred to as the
Dnipro or the Dnepr — is one of
the most polluted in the world on
account of the Chernobyl disas-
ter, and they’d be partly right. 

Two years ago, the United
Nations and the International
Development Research Center of
Canada launched a $7 million
project to clean the Dnieper,
which is Europe’s third-largest riv-
er. 

Scientists have shown that sedi-
ment at the bottom of the
Dnieper is radioactive, but the ra-
dioactivity accounts for just part

of the pollution. The Dnieper is
essentially Eastern Europe’s main
industrial corridor, running
through Ukraine, Belarus and
Russia, and for decades it’s been
poisoned by toxic pesticides,
steel-manufacturing byproducts,
herbicides and untreated
sewage. 

The Dnieper, as well as the
heavily polluted Danube and
Don rivers, empties into the Black
Sea, and as a result the sea that
was once was Eastern Europe’s
largest economic and environ-
mental resource has been labeled
“the toilet bowl for half of
Europe” by The Washington Post.

A FAMILY WAITS on the platform at the Kiev Train Station. The train is one of
the major forms of transportation in Ukraine.

walls for warmth. The living room
is bright and inviting. A framed
photo of her dead husband rests
on a bookshelf. 

The living room has a tattered
sofa, a loveseat and one cushioned
chair, which is normally for the
dog when there are no visitors in
the house. But today there are visi-
tors, and the dog is shooed out of
the room. Over coffee and pastries,
with the evening growing dark and
wet, Demidenko and two visiting
friends talk of happier times and
16 years of torment. 

Most of the people living in the
high-rise have medical conditions
and mental disorders such as
depression, Demidenko says. She
can’t blame them, she says. It’s a
depressing place.

Demidenko used to teach
French in Pripyat, the busy river
town just a mile from the Cher-
nobyl plants. Today, Pripyat is
empty. 

The woman remembers little
about the day Chernobyl escaped
its binding. There were no sirens
shrieking. No crackling radio
reports telling families to get out
of town. Nothing in the evening
papers about the tons of radioac-
tive vapor billowing out from the
plant in all directions.

But on April 27, a full 36 hours
after the initial explosion, the peo-
ple of Pripyat learned by radio
that the entire city would be evac-
uated. Neither Demidenko’s hus-
band nor her two children were
home to hear the afternoon
announcement. 

She took a suitcase out of a clos-
et and stared hard at it. “What do I
need? Dress? Food? Do I need

some money?”
Svetlana Vtenko, who also lives

on the eighth floor, is sitting on the
sofa. She says that because the
people of Pripyat were told the
evacuation would be temporary,
many people fled leaving behind
papers they thought were unnec-
essary. Birth certificates, internal
passports, employment histories,
those kinds of things.

Internal passports are essential-
ly national identification cards
that allow people to travel from
region to region. Employment his-
tories are official government
records of where and when a per-
son has worked, needed to secure
a job. 

Without their papers, they were
people without an identity. They
did not, technically, exist. 

Olga Popova, seated beside
Vtenko, is one of the founders of
the high-rise’s Chernobyl Chil-
dren’s Alliance. She helps to orga-
nize group trips for the kids living
in the high-rise. Once they went to
Italy. Another year, they went to
the Crimean Mountains in the
south of Ukraine. 

She knew of the Chernobyl acci-
dent before most of her friends.
“At 2 or 3 a.m., we got a phone call.
They said that all employees must
report to the power station.” Her
husband left for work, and her two
boys slept. Popova began packing.

As she recollects the events, she
rubs her eyes. 

“I left behind several albums
with my pictures in them. Pictures
of my family as they grew.” She’d
like those pictures back now. 

Her older son, who would be 25
now, died five years ago of “the
cancer.” Because he was classi-
fied as permanently disabled by
the Ukrainian government, his
hospital care was covered under
the invalid benefits program. 

But as the number of people
claiming to be haunted by Cher-
nobyl grows, the per-person bene-
fits continue to diminish. In 1991,
200 people were classified as “per-
manently disabled,” meaning they
were entitled to each of the more
than 50 benefits. 

By 1997, the figure grew to
64,500. This year, the number is
more than 92,000. 

The pensions are pitiful, just
170 hryvnia a month, or about $30.
Working 40 hours a week at mini-
mum wage in Ukraine will earn a
person twice that. 

So why don’t the women work?
“We can’t,” Popova says. “Too

many headaches.” Their ailments
are fairly commonplace. They get
tired very easily. They have aches
in their joints. It sounds a lot like
they’re getting older, yet they are
convinced that their ailments are
caused by radiation. 

“Year by year, we feel worse
and worse,” Vtenko says. 

They aren’t well enough to
work, they say, but they are well
enough to picket at demonstra-
tions in Kiev. Each year, as the
politicians downtown compile the
country’s annual budget, Popova,

TATYANA DEMIDENKO was a French teacher in the city of Pripyat in 1986. Now she and her children live in an apartment building in Kiev.

PSYCHOLOGIST VALENTINA BONDAROVSKA and Igor Yatsenko
enter a medical office building in Kiev where many of the refugees from
Pripyat are treated.
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Photo editor Clif
Page has
worked for The
Times for 14
years. 
He attended
Ohio University
in Athens, Ohio,
and worked pre-
viously for the
Athens, Ohio,
Messenger and
the New Castle
News. His last
international
assignment for
The Times took
him to Yugo-
slavia, Bosnia
and Croatia in
1998. 
He lives in Pitts-
burgh with his
wife, Karen, and
their son, Ben-
jamin.
Write Clif at:
cpage@times
online.com

Staff writer Bill
Toland joined
The Times in
May 1999 and
previously
worked in the
Allegheny Times
bureau. He has
a journalism
degree from the
University of
Pittsburgh at
Johnstown.
He was the win-
ner last year of
the Distin-
guished Writing
Award from the
Pennsylvania
Newspaper
Association for
his three-part
series about
local Cold War
workers affected
by the Energy
Employees
Occupational Ill-
ness Compensa-
tion Act. 
Write Bill at:
btoland@times
online.com

This project was
edited by City
Editor Lori
DeLauter, who
has worked for
The Times for
nearly 14 years.
She has won
numerous writ-
ing awards,
including those
from the Penn-
sylvania News-
paper Associa-
tion and two
Ray Sprigle
Memorial
Awards within
three years from
the Press Club of
Western Pennsyl-
vania. She has a
journalism
degree from Car-
low College in
Pittsburgh and
lives with her
husband, Adam
Boone, in
Brighton Town-
ship.

CHERNOBYL
TEAM

From the moment our
plane touched the ground in
Kiev, Clif and I were in the
hands of Igor Yatsenko and
Jim Davis. 

Igor — pronounced “ea-
ger,” not “ee-gore” — was
our driver and translator,
and Jim arranged our ac-
commodations and set up
some of our interviews.

Jim is the editor of Kiev’s
English-language weekly pa-
per, the Kyiv Post, and he’s
also the paper’s political
columnist. He’s been living
and writing in Ukraine for
eight years — formerly, he
was a legislative aide in
Washington, D.C., and a ra-
dio show host in Florida. 

When Clif and I weren’t
out conducting interviews or

watching late-night BBC
broadcasts in our apartment,
we were at Jim’s downtown
flat, having a cup of tea or
using his computer to surf
the Internet. 

Jim’s political commentary
can be read online at
www.kpnews.com. 

Igor is a jack of all trades
and master of quite a few.
He speaks Russian, Ukrain-
ian, Polish and English, and
he works the graveyard shift
at the Kyiv Post, retrieving
and editing wire stories from
the Internet. 

Igor’s been speaking
English for just a couple of
years. He learned the lan-
guage not so he could be-
come a professional transla-
tor, but so he could under-

stand rock ’n’ roll lyrics and
the words to “Pulp Fiction.” 

Whenever we entered a
restaurant, he’d recite his fa-
vorite conversation between
John Travolta and Samuel L.
Jackson:

“Pigs are filthy animals. I
don’t eat filthy animals.

“But bacon tastes good,
pork chops taste good.”

“Hey, sewer rat may taste
like pumpkin pie, but I’d nev-
er know.”

On the long, winding
drive home from Chernobyl
to Kiev, Igor passed the time
by singing along, in a fairly
off-key manner, to a cassette
tape of his favorite rock
tunes. His version of Queen’s
“Bohemian Rhapsody” was
particularly memorable. 

JIM DAVIS, editor of Kiev’s weekly English-language
newspaper, played host to Clif and Bill during their
stay in Ukraine.

DRIVER/TRANSLATOR IGOR YATSENKO took
Clif and Bill to many places, including a restaurant
decorated with oxen.

“Not many people know the mental impact of
Chernobyl. Not many people know what it’s like to be
forced from your home. These people know. I think
being with each other helps them get through it.”

Vtenko, Demidenko and hundreds
more lobby against proposed cut-
backs to their benefits. 

Always, they win. Legislators
know that to eliminate the collec-
tive benefits of 92,000 voters would
be political suicide. Every year,
politicians promise reforms to the
benefits schedule, and every year
so far, they’ve made few amend-
ments. 

The women think the benefits
should last forever. They think
their children’s benefits should
last forever. And their children’s
children, too. Common sense
would dictate that the welfare has
to terminate sometime, but the
women have tunnel vision. 

Seated in the corner, Bon-
darovska elaborates as the women
talk among themselves. She says
it’s accepted among the political
community that Chernobyl
invalids must eventually be
weaned from their benefits, but
that’s easier said than done. 

The culture of dependency has
been fostered for more than a
decade now. And by this point, the
people of Ukraine are used to get-

ting their money, their free apart-
ments and their medical coverage.
They’re not going to give them up
without a drawn-out fight. 

The women are asked, is there
any happiness in their lives? 

Vtenko, a heavyset woman with
a pushed-in nose, smiles. “In 1994,
I delivered my second son, Alexi.
It was a big joy for everybody,” she
says. 

The birth wasn’t exactly a med-
ical miracle, but it had been 10
years since her last child, and
Vtenko assumed that because of
her age — she was in her late 30s
— and because of Chernobyl, she
wouldn’t be able to conceive
another child. 

“Our lives are not devoid of hap-
piness,” she says. 

To pass the time, Vtenko reads
detective novels and knits. Popova
used to dance, and now that her
son is in a dance troupe, she
enjoys attending the recitals.
Demidenko listens to music. 

But inexorably, their thoughts
and discussions return to Cher-
nobyl. They can’t help it. It’s the
one thing they all have in common.

Then why do they live together?
How could anybody ever expect to
be happy here when they are con-
stantly surrounded by 1,700 sad,
lonely, sick people, all taunted by
the same nightmares? 

How could they be happy in a
place where, in the first months
after the resettlement, there was a
suicide every other day?

“At this point,” Popova says, “I
think living in this environment
has its advantages. In times of
hardship, we come together. 

“Somebody gets sick and has an
operation; we raise funds. Some-
body dies; we collect money to
start the funeral process. All the
people understand each other’s
problems.”

It’s like their own fraternity.
People from the outside, who
haven’t been through what these
men and women have been
through, just don’t understand. 

Many outsiders are still jealous
of those who receive monthly ben-
efits, and Chernobyl invalids find
themselves ostracized because
some people think their medical
conditions are made up. And in

the days after the explosion, chil-
dren who were transplanted from
Chernobyl-area schools to ones
near Kiev were sometimes beaten
up by the other students for being
“radioactive.”

Driving away from the high-rise
toward the center of the city, rain
streaks down the windshield in
tiny rivulets and the wipers slowly
flap back and forth. When the car
stops at a red light, Bondarovska is
asked the same question: 

Why do they live together? It
can’t possibly be healthy, can it?

After thinking about the ques-
tion for a minute, the psychologist
speaks. 

“Not many people know the
mental impact of Chernobyl. Not
many people know what it’s like to
be forced from your home. These
people know. I think being with
each other helps them get through
it.”

The light turns green. Yatsenko
steps on the accelerator. 

The apartment tower, and the
shadows in the windows, grow
smaller and smaller in the rear-
view mirror. 

BONDAROVSKA TALKS in Demidenko’s Kiev apartment. The building is filled with Chernobyl refugees, more than 1,700 of them. “All the people
understand each other’s problems,” says Demidenko’s friend Olga Popova.

■



Then the third angel blew his trumpet, and a great star
fell from heaven, blazing like a torch, and it fell on a third
of the rivers and on the fountains of water. ◆ The name

of the star is Wormwood. ◆ A third of the waters 
became wormwood, and many men died of the water, 

because it was made bitter. 
Revelation 8:10-11

The book of Revelation prophe-

sies the cataclysmic events that

will bring about Armageddon.

The events are signaled as

seven angels sound seven

trumpets. ◆ At the sounding of

the third trumpet, a great star

called Wormwood is cast onto

the Earth and its waters, killing

many men. ◆ “Chernobyl” is

the old Russian word for

“wormwood.” 

Wormwood
VISITORS LEAVING the Dead Zone must get out of their vehicles and have their bodies and clothing tested for radiation.


